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Schools, others
dealing with
flu this winter,
officials report

Wednesday, January 7, 2015
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Ledger & limes
installing new
press equipment
this month

QUANTUM LEAP

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
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Once complete,
color capabilities
and efficiencies
will be increased

The flu is still impacting the
Murray-Calloway County area.
Tuesday, Linda Cavitt, public
health director for the Calloway
County Health Department,
said reports received from at
health-care
three
least
Murrayand
providers
Calloway County Hospital
show that flu cases are coming
in at a higher pace than usual
for this time of year. This is
hardly a surprise as the country
is gripped by an outbreak
where the flu is reported as
widespread in 43 states.
"That sounds about right,"
Cavitt said, noting that the
week still has a long way to go.
"It is just Tuesday so sometimes reports are slower coming in (perhaps from the
amount of traffic at doctor's
offices). It is unusual to have
this many this early, though."
Many symptoms are associated with the flu, but Cavitt said
it is patients' abdominal regions
that seem to be affected most.
She said her reports are indicating that tests for those patients
are returning positive for the
flu, in most cases.
"Stomach problems are not
usually part of this, yet the test

By HAWKINS 'TEAGUE
Staff Writer
he Murray Ledger & Times is currently in the process of installing a
new press, which means subscribers could see some delivery delays in
the coming days.
Mike Davis, publisher of the Ledger &
Times, said the newspaper will soon be
printed on a press called a Manugraph
M360.
"This new equipment
will increase our color
capabilities, and it will
increase our efficiency
with special features and
special publications,"
Davis said. "It's just
going to make us an allaround better-quality
product."
Davis
Davis said the installation of the equipment
could inconvenience customers because
of the disruption of the usual Ledger &
Times production schedule. He said that
as the new equipment is installed, the
Ledger & Times might be printed at
another printing facility for a couple of
days this week.
"Please bear with us during this time as
we do this upgrade," Davis said.
"Possibly for the next week, you could
experience some delays in your paper
delivery."
David Stom, press operations manager
for the Ledger & Times, said Tuesday's
edition had to be printed out of town. He
said it is expected that it will take a total

T

•See Page 2A

MAAR Die ihe Ozui
Because thy lovingkindness is better than life, my
lips shall praise thee.
Thus will I bless thee while
I live: I will lift up my hands in
thy name.
Psalms 63:3-4

At left, David Stom, press operations
manager, works in the Ledger & Times
press room, while above are workers
from Gallimore Electrical Contractors.
HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times

•See Page 2A
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An excavator from Cope
& Sons of Calvert City is
shown this week at the
former home of the
Kentucky Career Center
at the intersection of Fifth
and Poplar streets in
downtown Murray. The
new office is being prepared in the Industrial
Park West complex north
of Murray.
JOHN WRIGHT
/ Ledger & Times
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WEATHER

Wednesday: Mostly sunny
with a 20 percent chance of
light snow before noon. A high
near 20. North northwest wind
16 to 18 mph, with gusts as
high as 30 mph.
Wednesday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 3.
North wind 11 to 16 mph
becoming light north northeast
after midnight. Winds could
gust as high as 26 mph.
Thursday: Sunny, with a
high near 24. Calm wind
becoming south southwest 5
to 9 mph in the morning.

Thursday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 20.
South southwest wind 7 to 9
mph becoming west northwest
after midnight.
Friday: Sunny, with a high
near 31. North northwest wind
7 to 9 mph.
Friday Night: Partly cloudy,
with a low around 15. North
wind around 6 mph becoming
light and variable.
Saturday: Mostly cloudy,
with a high near 32. East wind
3 to 5 mph.
Saturday Night: A chance
of snow. Mostly cloudy, with a
low around 26. Light east
northeast wind.
Sunday: A chance of snow.
Mostly cloudy, with a high near
38. East northeast wind 3 to 5
mph.
Sunday Night: A chance of
rain, freezing rain, and sleet.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 31. Northeast wind 3 to
6 mph.
Monday: A chance of rain,
snow, and sleet. Mostly cloudy,
with a high near 38. North
northeast wind around 7 mph.
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KyTC contractor closes Smith Road
near Kirksey for culvert construction
the
with
A contractor
Transportation
Kentucky
Cabinet will close a section of
Smith Road in Calloway
County Wednesday to build a
culvert.
The new box culvert will
replace an existing one at
Smith's Branch — a tributary of
the west fork of the Clarks
River.

From Front
is coming back positive." Cavitt
said, adding that, though it may
seem late in the season, a flu
vaccine is still a viable option.
"We have had numerous calls of
people asking for the flu vaccine. It still can help because,
even if the vaccine is noetargeting the right strain (as is being
reported nationally), it still can
help make that strain affect you
lighter.
"Instead of seven or 10 days,
you might just feel sick for three
or four."
One of the two local school
districts has had quite a battle
with the flu so far.
Calloway County Schools
Superintendent Steve Hoskins
said Tuesday that his district
was down to an average daily
attendance of 90.2 percent just
before the Christmas break but
recovered to 95.6 for its first
day of the second semester
Monday.
"Knock on wood, that continues for us," Hoskins said, taking
a very cautious stance. "It's still
pretty doggone widespread so
you don't know how th4 is
going to go yet. I like to think
the break helped us."
Things have been different for
the Murray Independent School

Wilkins Construction of
Paducah is the prime contractor
on the $283,737 project.
The construction is at mile
point 0.138 on Calloway
County Road 1464, while the
closure and marked detour will
be placed at Smith Road's intersection with Gobo and Mount
Olive roads south.of the small
tributary.
Contractors are expecting to
finish the project by May 1.

District, where Director of Pupil
Personnel Dr. Tom Rendeck
reported strong attendance numbers for the whole year, which
included December.
"We've been very fortunate,"
said Rendeck, reporting that
MISD was at 96.54 percent for
the first semester and started the
second semester Monday at a
96.69 clip. "I don't know that
we're in the clear yet, though.
There's still a way to go."
Cavitt said the biggest
weapons, aside from the vaccine, against the flu are the
usual means in fighting most
infections, with hand washing
sitting at the top of the list,
along with getting plenty of
sleep and eating healthy.
She also said exercise can provide a boost to the immune system that can help people who
have not contracted the flu yet.
She also said it is important to
call a doctor if symptoms, such
as fever and body aches,
become evident, as medications
can be prescribed early in the
illness that can help alleviate its
effects quicker.
The Associated Press said the
Centers for Disease Control is
classifying this year's outbreak
as an epidemic, which is not too
unusual, really. AP said the
CDC has recorded flu epidemics in nine of the last 12
winters, including this one.

Although a Manugraph M360
was installed last year in North

From Front
of three weeks in install the
entire press. but that the printing schedule should run more
smoothly after the first week of
installations has finished.

Below the
$2 per gallon
mark in Murray

Carolina, Davis said this would
be the first time in the U.S. that
this particular machine would
be installed as an addition to
existing equipment.

Read the Classifieds Daily

Dear Calloway Taxpayer:
Distinguished scholar Dr. Dinesh D'Souza refutes
the five basic charges claiming AMERICA is an EVIL
COUNTRY made by the radical left wing cabal in the
USA.
Come see the movie by best selling author and
movie entrepanuer India immigrant Dr D'Souza entitled "AMERICA""Imagine the World Without Her?"
this coming, Mon., Jan. 12, 2015 at 6 p.m. at the Main
St. Library, Murray.
Sponosred by the Concerned Taxpayers of West
Kentucky.
THE PUBLIC IS INVITED'

Vehicles are shown
parked at the Five Points
intersection, above, and
at the gas station accompanying the Kroger
supermarket, left,
Tuesday morning in
Murray as electronic
signs show that regular
unleaded gasoline is at
$1.98 a gallIon mark.
Unleaded gas prices tell
below $2 this past weekend.

JOHN WRIGHT
/ Ledger & Times

Ky.lawmakers return to Frankfort
for legislative session
good discussions. Everybody is ready to work together on a number of issues,
including allowing local governments to
move forward."
Democrats re-elected House Speaker temporarily raise taxes to help pay for major
Greg Stumbo, who faced no opposition. construction projects and a bill to combat
Stumbo has said for months he was waiting the rising number of deaths linked to heroin
until the election for speaker to decide if he overdoses. But in an election year with an
would challenge Attorney General Jack open governor's seat — Democratic Gov.
Conway for the Democratic nomination for Steve Beshear cannot seek a third term —
governor this year. But Stumbo told political cooperation could be at a premium.
reporters before the vote he had no plans to The Republican-controlled Senate could
take action this week on a heroin bill that
run for governor.
Instead. Stumbo took to the House floor to was written by Sen. Chris McDaniel, the
urge his colleagues to work together and running mate of Republican gubernatorial
show the federal politicians in Washington. candidate James Comer.
Hoover said he has spoken with Stumbo
D.C., what government can accomplish.
times, including the night before the
in
several
things
of
number
a
"We can agree upon
this session," Stumbo told lawmakers dur- November elections, and said he was
ing a speech honoring Rep. Larry Clark of encouraged the two sides could work
Louisville, who stepped down as Speaker together.
"He and 1 (need) to set the example of
Pro Tern after holding the office for 21
working together in a bipartisan way on
years.
State lawmakers signaled a willingness to important issues." Hoover said.

By ADAM BEAM
Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — House
Republicans re-elected their longtime leader
on Tuesday despite growing frustration in
the party that Kentucky remains the only
Southern state with a Democratic-controlled
legislature.
Rep. Jeff Hoover won by a 2-to-1 margin
over Rep. Adam Koenig in an election
behind closed doors on the first day of the
2015 legislative session. The election
marked the first time Hoover faced meaningful opposition in his 14 years as the
Republican leader. It came after a poor
showing in the November elections where
Republicans made major gains in state legislatures across the country but failed to cut
into the Democrats' eight-seat majority in
Kentucky.
"As a caucus and as a group we are united." Hoover said after the vote. "We had

New Congress convenes with GOP
in charge of both houses
ed Washington, Congress convened at noon
as required by the Constitution.
On the Senate floor, newcomers mixed
with veterans as Vice President Joe Biden
swore in senators in groups of four.
McConnell ascended to majority leader, his
elevation endorsed by rank-and-file
Republicans last year after they won control
of the chamber from.the Democrats.
Across the Capitol in the House, a similar
scene unfolded as familiar faces and new
ones crowded the aisles and lawmakers of
both parties recited the Pledge of
Allegiance.
Seeking unity despite the internal party
dissension, the GOP moved swiftly to4ard

WASHINGTON (AP) - Republicans
assumed full control of Congress on
Tuesday for the first time in eight years in a
day of pomp,circumstance and raw politics
beneath the Capitol Dome.
Before the new Congress was two hours
old, a veto showdown with President
Barack Obama was set as the White House
announced he would veto the long-stalled
Keystone XL pipeline which Republicans
intend to advance.
"Hard work awaits," said the new Senate
majority leader, Mitch McConnell of
Kentucky. "I'm really optimistic about what
we can accomplish."
As the first snowfall of the winter blanket-

a veto showdown with President Barack
Obama over the long-stalled Keystone XL
pipeline, a taste of things to come in divided government.
At the White House, Obama planned to
meet with the new congressional leadership
next week as both sides positioned themselves for two years of clashes and, perhaps.
occasional cooperation that will help shape
the outcomes of the 2016 presidential and
congressional elections.
McConnell replaces Democrat Harry Reid
of Nevada, who was a surprise no-show
from the day's proceedings after he injured
himself exercising.

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
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News in Brief
UPike to offer video game scholarships
PIKEVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The University of Pikeville says it
plans to start offering scholarships to garners in the fall.
WYMT-TV reports the school will be one of only a few in the
nation to make video games an official sport and offer scholarships for those who play League of Legends.
UPike graduate Eric VanHoose says he is ready to coach the
game, where 10 players compete on teams of five.
The school will offer 20 scholarships and begin League of
Legends competition play in the fall.
New Media Director Bruce Parsons said the school is dedicated
to providing different types of tethnology to its students.

Man pleads guilty in death of wife
GLASGOW,Ky.(AP) — A south-central Kentucky man has
pleaded guilty to charges in connection with the death of his wife
last June.
The Glasgow Daily Times reports 36-year-old John W. Amis of
Glasgow pleaded guilty Monday to first-degree manslaughter and
promoting prostitution.
Amis took his wife, 37-year-old Lorine Dawn Labombard of
Glasgow, to a hospital there on June 16, and she was pronounced
dead. He said she experienced a drug overdose.
An autopsy determined Labombard died of blunt-force trauma.
Amis was arrested in July at a campsite at a state park in southern Ohio.
Barren County Circuit Judge Phillip Patton indicated Amis
could face up to 15 years in prison. Sentencing is set for March 2.

Corner raises $1 million for gov.'s race
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(API — Republican James Corner says he
has raised more than $1 million for his campaign for governor.
The state agriculture commissioner reported Monday he raised
more than $555,000 in the three-month fundraising period that
ended Dec. 31. Corner raised more than $500,000 the month after
he announced his candidacy,for a total of just under $1.1 million.
A campaign news release did not say how much money the campaign had available to spend after expenses.
Former Louisville Metro Councilman Hal Heiner is the only
other announced Republican in the race. He loaned his campaign
$4 million during the summer. Attorney General Jack Conway is
the only major Democratic candidate to file for governor, along
with Lexington engineer Geoff Young.
The primary is May 19, and the general election is.Nov. 3.
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Some northeastern Kentucky voters
will not have a state senator for the majority of the 2015 legislative session.
Democratic State Sen. Walter Blevins resigned from his 27th
District seat on Sunday to become judge-executive of Rowan
County. On Monday. Democratic Gov. Steve Beshear ordered a
special election on March 3 to replace him. State law requires at
least a 56-day notice before a special election.
The winner will take office immediately after the results are certified. The 2015 legislative session begins Tuesday and concludes
March 24. Lawmakers are scheduled to meet six days after March
3.
The filing deadline is 4 p.m. Jan. 13 for independents and candidates nominated by political parties and 4 p.m. Feb. 3 for write-in
candidates.
The district includes parts of Bourbon, Fleming, Harrison.
Lewis, Mason, NicholaL Robertson and Rowan counties.

STANFORD. Ky.(AP) — A central Kentucky man has died in a
house fire.
The Advocate-Messenger (http://bitly/IlkOvXg) reports authorities and family members say 54-year-old Danny Bailey. who
lived in the Lincoln County home, was killed in Monday's blaze.
Lincoln County Coroner Fan-is Marcum said it appears that
Bailey. died from smoke inhalation. Marcum said it appears that a
wood stove in the home was the source of the blaze.
Fire Chief Danny Glass said the home was engulfed in flames
when firefighters arrived and was destroyed.

Rest area repairs beginning
LA GRANGE, Ky.(AP) — Rest areas along Interstate 71 in
Oldham County are closing Tuesday for about a month while
repairs are made.
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet says the rest areas on both
northbound and southbound 1-71 will be closed through the first
week of February.
Restrooms at the facilities were built in the 1970s. They will be
replaced, and some outside structures will be painted and portions
of the concrete sidewalks will be repaired.
A $330,750 contract was recently awarded for the work.
The cabinet says bad weather or other unforeseen delays could
change the timing of the work. Dial 511 or visit http://511.ky.gov
for the latest traffic and travel information in Kentucky.
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Special to the Ledger
Several months ago, the
County
Murray-CallowayCommunity Foundation (hereinafter "MCCCF') partnered
with the Murray Ledger &
Times to help members of our
community become aware of
the benefits of endowments.
Since we began this endeavor,
we have received several questions about endowments, how
they work and the fees associated with each non-profits'
endowment.
What is an endowment?
An endowment is a fund that
is comprised of gifts and
bequests. Endowments differ
from mists and other types of
donations to non-profit or other
501c3 organizations in that an
endowment requires that the
principal funds be maintained to
create a source of income for the
designated organization.
How do endowments work?
The MCCCF is affiliated with
the Community Foundation of
Western Kentucky (hereinafter
"CFWK"). When an endowment is established, its original
principal funds are carefully

invested by the CFWK investment committee, which is comprised of area bankers, brokers,
financial advisors and CPA's
into stock, bonds and mutual
funds, so the value has the
potential to increase year-afteryear. These endowments hold
their principal in perpetuity, and
only pay out a small portion
(4% of the total amount of the
endowment) each year to the
designated organization. That
money becomes sustaining
income for the organization;
money it can count on year after
year.
What are the administrative
costs associated with an
endowment?
Your donated funds - combined with contributions from
other donors - are placed in the
endowment for the non-profit
you select. The non-profit
receives a grant out of the earnings for the endowment each
year. The principal amount of
the endowment is not spent. In
fact, in most years it will grow
as the earnings generally exceed
the amount of the annual gift
plus administration costs. It is

.
a ittly
cankviw
FOUNDATION
Article 15
truly a gift that keeps on giving
for eternity.
Funds are charged minimal
annual fees each year for investment services (0.45% of the
fund balance) and administration services(0.75% of the fund
balance). Therefore, the total
annual costs are 1.2% of the
fund balance annually. For
example, an endowment with a
fund balance of $25,000 would
be charged a total of $300.00
annually. The annual earnings —
in most years — exceed the total
investment and administrative
costs so the fund is not
decreased by the fees charged
by the MCCCF and CFWK.
Does the MCCCF Board of
Directors benefit from established endowments?
The MCCCF Board of
Directors is comprised of a
group dedicated volunteers.

Dave Says
by Dave Ramsey

Special election set for Senate seat

Man dies in central Ky. house fire
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Create Your Community Legacy: How can I
be sure my contributions directly benefit the
non-profit of my choice?

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky health officials say it's
important to follow recommended safe sleep practices for infants,
especially during cold weather.
Dr. Ruth Ann Shepherd is director of the Kentucky Department
for Public Health Division of Maternal and Child Health. She says
the infant mortality rate is higher in Kentucky than the national
average, partly due to sleep-related events that safe sleep practices
may have prevented.
Shepherd says second-hand smoke can contribute to sudden,
unexplained infant death.
The American Academy of Pediatrics recommends putting
infants to sleep on their backs in a crib, bassinet or play yard in
the parents' room but not in the parents' bed. Also keep the area
free of soft toys or other objects. The academy also says breastfeeding reduces the risk of SIDS.
For more information, visit
http://www.nichd snih .gov/sts/Pages/default aspx .

New leader appointed state police post

RICHMOND, Ky.(AP) — The Kentucky State Police post at
Richmond is under new command.
Capt. Jeremy Slinker was appointed commander of the post on
Dec. 16.
Richmond
Slinker began his career as a trooper assigned to the
response
special
the
on
post. He served as a trooper and sergeant
in
branch
operations
special
team and a lieutenant at the
Lexington.
suppression
He most recently was commander of the cannabis
branch.

Don't drop the coverage!
Dear Dave,
My husband and 1 are debtfree except for our home, and
we have about $100,000 in savings. Recently. one of our
daughters was diagnosed with
Crohn's disease. We're worried
about this, and the fact that she
and her sister are both teenage
drivers. Do you think we should
drop full coverage, and have
just liability, since we'll probably have lots of medical bills
over the next few years?
Kim
Dear Kim,
I'm really sorry to hear about
your daughter's medical situation. But speaking from a financial perspective, you guys are in
pretty good shape to handle
things. You have a pile of cash
in savings. I assume you have
some kind of medical insurance
and you're debt-free.
Under the circumstances. I get
where you're coming from and
the idea of having even more
money available to put toward
medical issues. In your case,
however, there's no way I'm
going to have only liability coverage when there are two
teenage drivers in the house.
There's a reason insurance rates
are so high for teens. It's called
statistical analysis of their driving ability. They're not good
drivers!
I haven't had a wreck in over

Town Crier
• Members of the Murray
City Council are scheduled to
meet at 5:45 p.m. Thursday in
the council chambers at City
Hall for a group photograph.
This will be followed by a
Finance
and
Personnel
Committee meeting to discuss
a Community Development
Black Grant (CDBG) budget
amendment of $1 million.
• The Murray City Council
will hold its first meeting of the
year at 6:30 p.m. Thursday in
the council chambers. There
will be a mayor's report with
11 topics to be presented: a
first reading of an ordinance
zoning land on Robertson
Road South; a first reading of
an ordinance annexing land
north of Wiswell Road; and a
first reading of an ordinance
amending the budget to
include a $1 million CDBG for
a project at iwis.
The council will also vote on
two recommendations from
the Planning Commission.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.

20 years, but I've had some kids
who did. No, I wouldn't drop
the coverage. Hopefully, your
daughter will be okay. But I
wouldn't take a chance on having to write a check for another
car on top of medical expenses.
—Dave
Kids and family
Dear Dave,
I receive child support payments for my two kids from my
ex-husband. My new husband
and I are using your plan to
improve out finances,, but we
can't agree on how to handle
these payments. I've been keeping it in a separate account. He
thinks we should combine it
with the rest of our house
money and budget. What do
you think is best?
Leslie
Dear Leslie,
I don't blame you for being
protective of the child support
money. I'm sure the feelings
you have stem from a desire to
protect your kids. But if your
new husband is a good guy, one
who's kind, loving and willing
to treat these kids like they're
his very own, then my opinion
is the money should go into the
pile where it helps take care of
the kids and family.
Your job as a parent is to be a
blessing to your kids. That
means feeding them, clothing
them, educating them and giv-

These volunteers donate their
time and talents to ensure members of our community understand the benefits of endowments and to help local nonprofits take advantage of the
long-term financial advantages
of endowments. Board members
do not receive financial compensation of any kind for their
service.
Therefore, you can rest
assured that every penny of your
contribution goes directly to the
non-profit of your choice. In
fact, because of careful investment, your contribution grows
year-after-year and will benefit
your non-profit in perpetuity.
How can I get involved with
the Community Foundation
or contribute to an endowment?
To learn more about the
County
Murray-Calloway
Community Foundation and
how you can get involved, visit
mcccf.org or contact Harold
Hurt, President of MCCCF, at
270-761-6880 or any of the following board members: Linda
Avery: 270-753-0060, Tab
Brockman: 270-762-0325, Gary
Brockway: 270-753-0503, Matt
Hale: 270-753-5411, Sarah
Jones: 270-227-8010, Brian
Overbey: 270-767-2000, Dick
Weaver: 270-753-2899.

—Dave
ing them a good home. As long
as these things are happening,
and we're talking about a func* Dave Ramsey is America's
tional, loving marriage, then all trusted voice on money and
the money should be combined business. He has authored five
and be part of the family. Put it New York nmesbest-selling
right at the top of your monthly books: Financial Peace, More
budget, along with all your Than Enough, The Total Money
other household income.
EntreLeadership
Makeover,
Money is important, and I'd
andSmart Money Smart Kids.
expect you to make sure your
The Dave Ramsey Show is
kids and your cash are treated
heard by more than 8 million
properly. But I'm talking about
each week on more
two responsible people being listeners
Follow
involved in a happy marriage, than 500 radio stations.
at
Twitter
on
too. A healthy, loving relation- Dave
the
web
on
and
y
ship is one of the best gifts any @DaveRamse
at daveramsey.com.
couple can give to their kids.

KSP seeking public's help
in Calloway County case
ed on the scene by the Calloway
Special to the Ledger
HAZEL, Ky. — Kentucky County Fire Department, the
State Police responded to an Kentucky Fire Marshal's Office
arson complaint at the Mason and the Bureau of Alcohol,
Methodist Tobacco,
and
United
Chapel
Firearms
Church in Calloway County on Explosives. The investigation is
Monday Dec. 15, 2014.
continuing by Det. Frank
Trooper First • Class Jay Gresham of the Kentucky State
Thomas, public affairs officer Police.
with the Kentucky' State Police
Anyone with information
at Post I in Mayfield, said a
about the case is asked to conchurch member passed by the
tact the Kentucky State Police at
Church on Monday morning
1 or toll-free in
270-856-372
and noticed an open door. The
1-800-222-5555,
at
Kentucky,
member went to secure the door
remain anonymay
callers
and
and found the church on fire.
can also textpublic
The
mous.
serious
sustained
church
The
and remain
67283
a-tip at
damage from the fire.
anonymous.
Thomas said KSP was assist-

Be Safe, Call Before D i gging
Murray Natural Gas
wants to remind you to
be careful when you
begin your planting and
yard cleaning.
Call Kentucky 811 at 811
to have all utility lines
marked in the area in which
you will be digging.
For more information,
call Murray Natural Gas
at 270-762-0336.
,
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ADVERTISING SALES
REPRESENTATIVE
NEEDED
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently accepting resumes for energetic,
outgoing individuals for Advertising Sales Representative. Responsibilities
for this position include servicing established accounts,developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in Murray and surrounding areas.
You must enjoy working with the public and be self-motivated. Prior sales
experience is required. Salary will be based on education and sales experience.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental plans,salary plus commission,
are all part of an excellent benefit package.

Email your resume to mdavis@murrayledger.com
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky via the Associated Press offering
an opinion about an issue of importance.

Virgini

On state's job growth
Lexington Herald-Leader
Lexington, Kentucky
Kentucky has always thought of itself as a rural state, but
the economic numbers tell a different story.
During the past five years, 45 percent of job growth statewide
has occurred in the two most populous counties. Fayette and
Jefferson.
Ten of the state's 120 counties accounted for 86 percent of
job growth, while 50 mostly rural counties had fewer jobs in
mid-2014 than five years earlier.
Because of stark regional differences, it's a bit misleading
to talk about a "Kentucky economy," says Kentucky Chamber
of Commerce president Dave Adkisson, which is why the
chamber has commissioned economist Paul Coomes to analyze
county-level data organized into nine economic regions.
analysis
latest
Coomes'
released
chamber
The
(Kychamber.com/2014economicdata) last month. It compares
data from June 2009, the bottom of the last recession, and
June 2014. Among the findings:
• The Lexington, Louisville and Bowling Green-Hopkinsville
regions had the highest growth rates in total jobs, exceeding
the national rate. The mountain and Ashland regions have
fewer jobs than five years ago.
• Overall, Kentucky has trailed the nation in job growth
(5.6 percent versus 6.3 percent) but surpassed the growth rate
of all border states except Tennessee and Indiana.
• Average pay per job continues to be an economic development challenge statewide. Only Northern Kentucky and Paducah-Purchase posted higher wage growth than the U.S. average.
In the Lexington region during the past five years, wage
growth in all industries was 17 percent compared with 16.4
percent in Kentucky and 18.4 percent for the United States.
In the mountains, wages declined 10.8 percent.
• Kentucky has added manufacturing jobs at more than double the national rate and faster than any of its border states;
average pay in manufacturing also has grown faster here than
nationwide or in border states.
While the growth in manufacturing jobs is good news, it's
also partly a function of how many manufacturing jobs were
lost in the 2008-09 recession; Kentucky has yet to regain the
number of manufacturing jobs it had at the peak of the last
expansion — and might never because of increasing automation.
You can't draw too many conclusions from this economic
snapshot, but it does reinforce the desperate need for SOAR
and other efforts aimed at reshaping the mountain economy.
Also, policy-makers must recognize that cities are the economic engines of the 21st century and unlock the shackles
placed on Kentucky's cities by a rural state's 19th-century constitution.
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Lessons from a French kitchen
The summer I worked at
an elegant resort lodge in
Stowe, Vermont, taught me lessons that have lasted a lifetime. Service in the dining
room was considered "formal
French," but the strict standards required of that designation were enforced by a teutonic taskmaster, the German
maitre d' named Walter. Bodo
came next in the hierarchy.
Blond and blue-eyed, he was
an Aryan god not to be trifled with. After Bodo came
the wine steward and a few
others.
At the bottom of the haute
cuisine ladder were the waitresses and the bus boys. All
of us were college students
who'd come to Vermont for
the jobs, but we stayed for
the moonlight. We served three
meals a day, six days a week,
and the females had to wear
ridiculous jumpers with dirndl
skirts to make us look country French, I suppose.
Walter and Bodo took the
orders from each table, so they
could explain the intricacies
of the menu and chat up the
guests. Written orders were
passed to the appropriate waitress, using a number system that
identified who'd ordered what.
For example, "The lady in the
pearls and to her left" designated that woman as number
one, with number two to her
left, and so on. Each order
was so marked, enabling waitresses to serve meals flawlessly. In this impeccable dining
room, guests would never be

asked such bourgeois questions
as, "Who had Le bisque de
homard?"
Each waitress was assigned
her own "roll-on," a wheeled
cart topped by a starched white
linen cloth. On the top shelf
was a burner upon which the
number one meal sat when the
order for each table was
wheeled out of the kitchen.
Before each plate was served,
it had a turn on the burner,
thus ensuring nothing got cold
while the waitress served the
proper vegetables.
Extra silverware, napkins.
and other essential accoutrements were concealed on
the middle shelf of the rollon. Before each meal, when
Walter met with the waitresses and said, "Ladies, check
under your skirts," he was not
suggesting anything unprintable. He meant for us to make
sure our roll-ons were properly stocked.
Between courses, bus boys
cleared the dishes, while the
waitress used a hand-held brush
called a "crumber" to remove
stray morsels from the table.
When guests finished and left
the dining room, the used table
cloth was replaced with an
immaculate one without ever
revealing a naked table top, a
trick all waitresses perfected
under Walter's watchful eye.
During each meal, we went
back and forth between two
worlds -- from the dining room
with its hushed elegance, to
the kitchen where regimented
chaos reigned. Michel,the head

chef, was in
Charge, and
the
even
imperious
Walter
acceded to
him, as did
the
Ivan,
sous chef:
Werner, the
pastry chef;
and all the Main Sheet
underlings By Constance
who helped
Alexander
a Ledger & Times
create
fancyColumnist
schmancy
dining experience.
While I barely earned
enough money that summer to
cover my books for the fall
semester, that experience taught
me important lessons about
planning and preparation. In
that intense environment, mise
en place, was the order of the
day. The phrase, a staple of
culinary organization, demands
that all ingredients be properly prepared in advance, every
tool at the ready.
Sometimes, however, unanticipated situations occurred. A
case in point was the night
Barbara's station in the dining
room was occupied by a group
of eight "very important
guests," according to Walter.
That alone was enough to make
everyone nervous, but then Barbara noticed one of the men
was wearing a pair of thin
black gloves.
Going back and forth to the
kitchen, we giggled and made

up stories about the reason for
the gloves, wondering when
he would take them off.
As luck would have it, everyone at that table ordered fresh
Maine lobster. Protocol dictated that those ordering lobster
received a finger bowl afterwards. Barbara was frantic
about how to deal with the glove
man, but no one wanted to
broach the subject with Walter.
At finger bowl time, the
glove-man graciously waved his
away. Later, Barbara joked that
she should have offered to take
his gloves and rinse them in
the finger bowl for him, but
that was after the dinner hour
was over and the college kids
had retreated to the woods to
sit around a crackling fire and
swap stories over a couple of
six packs and a giant-sized
bottle of Boone's Farm.
I remember all this as I
enter the first full week of
2015, filled with resolutions,
brilliant plans and the understanding that Mis en place definitely works. And while it can
be a guiding principle at this
time of new beginnings, there's
always a guy with black gloves
or the metaphorical equivalent.
So go ahead. Make as many
plans as you wish, but don't
forget that in the end,it's impossible to still the beating heart
of chance.
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledgercom. Contact the columnist directly at
constancealexander@twc.com.

Never too late
Each new year brings to
me a desire to discard the old
and bring back the new. I want
to bring back the new again.
I take comfort in the statement by the writer, George
Eliot: "it is never too late to
be what you might have been."
Is that true? For I think back
on my youthful, pre-heart surgery self, to a young man of
deep faith, a Sunday School
teacher and deacon, who
thought seriously at one time
of pursuing a ministerial calling rather than a career in
academe.
The son of two honest-togoodness saints, the like of
which are hard to find in this
postmodern world of constant
sorrow, I was reared the old
way. I refused to place a lesser book on top of Holy Scripture. I participated in Bible
drills. I memorized Bible verses in a contest at school led
by my seventh-grade teacher.
And I was reprimanded by my
mother and father for having
gone into the poolroom three
doors down from our family
drugstore on the main drag
(Highway 41-A)in Dixon,Kentucky.
And to be an athlete again.
Is it "never too late to be what
you might have been?" In the

summer before my sixth-grade
year, my friend Duane Clark
taught me how to play basketball, and then for the next
10 years, I literally never quit
playing. Every waking hour. I
played or was caught up in
dreams of playing in high
school and then in college.
I want to feel again the
sweet,sweet exhaustion of playing basketball for 12 hours on
a summer day, taking only
short breaks for water and
lunch. Or that one snowy Sunday after church, when I cleared
the outdoor court of ice and
then tore apart a refrigerator
box of cardboard to try to get
even better footing, so as not
to limit any time away from
my individual drills.
Several years later, Steve
Duncan and I broke into the
Webster Cow.ty gymnasium to
play there during Christmas
break. When the principal found
us, he saw who we were and
turned and walked away. At
Webster County High School,
I threw up before almost every
game. I could have been so
much better if I had loosened
up and simply enjoyed the
game that I loved more than
anything else.
then at Belmont Univ rsity, I finally made it to a

college that
I learned to
love and still
love today.
in
There
class and on
the court, I
learned life
lessons that
served me so
well for so
The Home and
long.
Away
year after I
By James
graduated, I
Duane Bolin
played on a
basketball Ledger & Times
Columnist
team, Sports
Ambassadors, in the Philippines, an
experience that has stayed with
me through the years. Ofcourse,
then I was young and thought
I could do anything. Anything
at all.
I married the love of my
life, an Evelyn and I had
Wesley and Cammie Jo, two
perfect children. Of course, I
am biased and know my wife
and son and daughter are not
perfect. They just seem perfect to me. As for me, I always
fell far short of the mark, but
they loved me anyway. Is it
really "never too late to be
what you might have been?"
Before and after teaching and
coaching in the public schools,

I attended graduate school at
Baylor and the University of
Kentucky. When I began teaching in colleges and at Murray
State University, I tried to be
an energetic scholar, full of
vigor, full of promise, and full
of the hopes and dreams of
any youthful faculty member
at the beginning of a career
in higher education. I wanted
to teach well. I wanted to write
books. Good books. I wanted
to make a difference. Now, 27
years later, that is the person
I want to become again, even
at this stage in my academic
career.
Is it too late? Bring back
the new again. I say. Oh, I
am not scared to grow old. I
just want to regain the urgency
and expectancy of those youthful years when I had, as C.
S. Lewis put it, "all my road
before me." Even though most
of my road is in the rear view
mirror, I still believe that it is
never too late to bring back
the new again.
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University. Contact
at
Duane
jbolin@murraystate.edu.
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Virginia `Ginni' Weatherly Hopkins

OBITUARIES
--111111111111111111111r
Neta Gale Smothennan

Virginia "Ginni" Weatherly Hopkins, 74,
of
Neta Gale Smotherman, 73, of Hazel. Kentucky, died Monday,
illinirl
‘
1111
1
Murray, Kentucky, died Friday, Jan. 2,2015 at
the Jan. 5.2015. at Missouri Delta Medical Center, Sikeston, Missouri.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was born in Calloway County, Kentucky,on May 15, 1941,to
A memorial service will be at 11
a.m., Friday,
Patton and Louise Paschall Patton.
Jan. 9, 2015, at the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home
She retired from the New Madrid County,RI High School in New
with Rev. John Denham and Rev.
Robert Madrid. Missouri, as a former teacher and guidance counselor. She
McKinney officiating. Visitation will be Thursday,
was a member of Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
Jan. 8,2015,from 5-8 p.m. at the funeral home.
She was preceded in death by her parents and her husband,James
She was born Dec. 7, 1940,in Murray,Kentucky,
Mac Smotherman, who died May 17, 2013.
to Roy Weatherly Sr. and Lucille lrvan
Weatherly.
Mrs. Smotherman is survived by a daughter, Jennifer Schaffer of
She was a graduate of Murray High School and a
Hopkins
New Madrid; two grandchildren, Doug Schaffer of Springfield,
member of First Baptist Church, Murray. She
Missouri, and Conner Schaffer of Wright City, Missouri; and severretired from Fisher-Price.
al-cousins.
She was preceded in death by her parents, and two sisters, Mary
Funeral services will be at 1 p.m., Thursday, Jan. 8, 2015, at the
Frances Richardson and Kay Ray.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Carl Butler officiating. Burial
Mrs. Hopkins is survived by her husband, Jerry Lee Hopkins of will
follow in the South Pleasant Grove Cemetery. Visitation will be
Murray; three daughters, Lisa Betts and husband Chuck of Murray,
Thursday. Jan. 8, 2015, from 10 a.m. until the service hour at the
Leslie Denham and husband Mark of Franklin. Tennessee, and
funeral home.
Lanette Kingins of Murray; two sisters, Janice Sublett of Denver,
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralColorado, and Nettie Jones and husband Harold of Murray;
three home.com.
brothers, Roy A. Weatherly, Jr. of Murray, John Weatherly and wife
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Bobbie of Murray, and Harry Weatherly and wife Cheryl of Union
City. Tennessee; six grandchildren and six great-grandchildren.
Colleen Henshaw
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralColleen Henshaw,87,former resident of Evansville, Indiana, and
home.com.
Carrier Mills, Illinois, died at 11:55 p.m., Saturday, Jan. 3, 2015,at
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Spring Creek Health Care, Murray, Kentucky.
She was born April 22, 1927 in Carrier Mills to Hughie Gilchrist
Colleen Beckwith
and Evon Kelley Gilchrist.
Colleen S. Boody Beckwith, 63, of Murray,
She was preceded in death by her parents and her husband,Charles
Kentucky, died Saturday, Jan. 3, 2015, at Baptist Henshaw, whom she married Oct. 29, 1948,
and who died Dec. I.
Health Center, Paducah, Kentucky.
2009; and a brother.Tom Gilchrist.
A memorial service will be at 5 p.m., Wednesday.
She and her husband owned and operated Henshaw's Department
Jan. 7, 2015 at the Blalock-Coleman & York Store in Shawneetown for over 40 years
until their retirement in
Funeral Home with Rev. Tim Escue officiating. 1991.
Visitation will be from 4:30-5 p. m., Wednesday,
She is survived locally by a niece, Janet Robinson of Murray;
Jan. 7, 2015, at the funeral home.
great-nephews Tony Robinson and Michael Robinson, both of
She was born Oct. 29. 1951, in Buffalo, New Murray; a great-great-nephew and two great-great-nieces.
York. to James Boody and Gladys Lee Boody.
Private services will be held with burial in the Salem Cemetery in
She was a homemaker and retired from Fisher- Carrier Mills. Illinois.
Beckwith
Price.
Absher-Nicholson Funeral Home, Carrier Mills, is in charge of
She was preceded in death by her parents and a brother, Bill arrangements. Blalock-Coleman & York was in charge of local
Boody.
arrangements.
Mrs. Beckwith is survived by her husband, Dennis H. Beckwith,
Sr.; a son. Dennis H. Beckwith. Jr. of Murray; a daughter, Susanne Warren T. Sykes
Kelly Beckwith of San Francisco, California; three sisters, Tracy
Warren T. Sykes,81,of Puryear. Tennessee. died
Boody, Kathy Boody and Karen Boody; four brothers, Jimmy
Tuesday, Jan. 6, 2015 at Henry County Medical
Boody, Mark Boody. Don Boody,and Chuck Boody; and one grandCenter, Paris, Tennessee.
daughter. Savannah Beckwith.
He was born June 10, 1933 in Puryear to Henry
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Freeman Sykes and Jennie Lucille Key Sykes.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrange• He was a member of Mansfield Baptist Church
ments.
and ordained as a minister in 1961. He served as
pastor for Mt. Sinai Baptist Church, Springhill
Billy 'Travis' Altman Hammack
Baptist Church, Central Point Baptist Church and
Billy "Travis" Altman Hammack,85,of Murray,
also served an an interim pastor for several area
Kentucky, died Saturday. Jan. 3, 2015, at Spring
churches.
Sykes
Creek Health Care, Murray.
He was preceded in death by his parents; his wife,
Funeral services were at II a.m.,Tuesday,Jan. 6. Dorothy Love "Granny" Key Sykes, whom he married Jan. 27,1951
2015, at the J.H, Churchill Funeral Home with and died Feb. II, 2008.
Blake Jenkins officiating. Burial followed in the
Mr. Sykes is survived by a daughter, Susan Lee and husband Jerry
Murray City Cemetery.
of Paris, Tennessee; a son, Mitchell Sykes and wife Renee of
He was born Dec. 27, 1929, in Jonesboro. Puryear; a brother, Tony Sykes and wife Dee of Columbia,
Arkansas, to William Travis and Ida Mae Tennessee; grandchildren,Tabitha McWherter and husband Mark of
Edmiaston Hammack.
Paris, Matthew Sykes and wife Stephanie of Paris, Mason Sykes and
He was a retired supervisor from the United wife Katrina of Puryear; great-grandchildren, Philip Myrick, Olivia
Hammack
States Postal Service in Peoria. Illinois; a boy scout Sykes. Maddie Sykes, and Ryker Sykes; a niece, Amanda Jackson
leader; song leader and deacon of East Peoria and husband Matt of Puryear; a nephew, Brian Sykes and wife Gala
Church of Christ; a member of the New Concord of Puryear; great-nephew, Hayden Sykes; and extended family,
11111
Church of Christ and the Civitans of Murray. He Brandon Woodard, Branson Woodard, Justin Woodard and wife
was the former treasurer of the Calloway County Peighton, Jude Woodard, Sara Beth Woodard, Annalece Lucas,
Republican Party and the owner of Grandma Kaltie Bonds and husband Ben, Fox Bonds, Matt McWherter and
Antiques in Hazel. Kentucky. He was a Navy veteran of World War Olivia McWherter.
Funeral services will be at 11 a.m. Thursday, Jan. 8, 2015, at
He was preceded in death by his parents and his wife, JoAnn LeDon Chapel Ridgeway Funeral Home. Paris, with Jerry M. Lee,
Mathis Hammack.
son-in-law, and Glynn On officiating. Burial will be in MI Puryear
Mr. Hammack is survived by two daughters,Teresa DeLancey and City Cemetery, Puryear. Visitation will be at Ridgeway Funeral
husband Greg of Murray. and Tami Heffington and husband Sid of Home on Wednesday. Jan. 7, 2015, from 4-8 p.m., and Thursday,
Thompsons Station. Tennessee; a son, Trent Hammack and wife Jan. 8, 2015,from 9-11 a.m.
Kris of Rockvale. Tennessee; nine grandchildren, Heather Bogard,
Pallbearers will be Dale "Red" Paschall, Monte Belew, Ted Hart,
Chad DeLancey. Jennifer Settle, Nicholas Heffington, Amber Larry French, Brian Sykes and Mike Key.
Kanzelmeyer, Nina Heffington, Tristan Hammack, Mitchell
Memorial contributions may be made to Gideons International,
Heffington and Taylor Hammack; and nine great-grandchildren.
Henry County Camp,P.O. Box 583. Paris, TN 38242.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to New Pathways for
Ridgeway Funeral Home. Paris, is in charge of arrangements.
Children. 3233 Shaw Road, Melber, KY 42069.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneral- Matilde Canady
home.com.
Matilde Canady, 88, of Murray, Kentucky, died Saturday, Jan. 3,
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements. 2015, at Gwinnett Hospital, Atlanta. Georgia.
She was born Sept. 18, 1926, in Bicol. Philippines to Hans
Pat Dale OR
Christian Hansen and Margarita Guevarra Hansen.
She was a homemaker and a member of St. Leo Catholic Church.
Pat Dale Orr, 80, of Murray, Kentucky, died at
10:15 p.m., Sunday. Jan. 4, 2015, at MurrayShe was preceded in death by her parents; her husband, Max
Canady, who died June 11,2013; three brothers and two sisters.
Calloway County Hospital:
Mrs. Canady is survived by three daughters, Helen Panis and husFuneral services will be at 1 p.m.,Thursday. Jan.
8. 2015, at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral band Emil of Las Vegas, Nevada; Belinda Woods and husband Carl
Home with John Dale and David Williams officiat- of Murray; and Ann Hafner and husband Harlan of Las Vegas; four
ing. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial sons, Edgardo Smile and Roger Sarile, both of the Philippines, Fred
Gardens. Visitation will be from 10:30 a.m. until 1 Sarile and wife Brenda Domingue of Murray, and Les Sarile and
wife Maria of Atlanta. Georgia; a sister, Leonara Torres of
p.m.. Thursday. Jan. 8,2015. at the funeral home.
He was born June 8, 1934, in Calloway County, California; thirteen grandchildren and numerous great-grandchilKentucky. to Milburn Orr and Willie Humphrey dren.
Orr
Funeral services will be Thursday, Jan. 8, 2015, at 10 a.m. at St.
Orr, who preceded him in death.
He was a graduate of Lynn Grove High School Leo Catholic Church, Murray. Burial will follow in St. Henry
Class of 1952. He retired from General Tire, Catholic Church Cemetery. Visitation will be Wednesday. Jan. 7,
Mayfield. after 34 years. He lived and worked in 2015,from 5-8 p.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralChicago. Illinois, until he was drafted into the
Army in 1956. He was a member of Williams home.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Chapel Church of Christ where he was a Sunday School teacher.
Mr. Orr is survived by his wife, Clara Mae Hutson Orr, to whom
he was married for 53 years; a son, Bradley Orr of Murray; two sis-ters, Diane Thweatt and Peggy Futrell and husband Glenn, all of
Murray; two brothers, Billy Dan Orr and wife Joan of Murray, and
Hal Orr and wife Carolyn, also of Murray; several nieces and
nephews; great-nieces and great-nephews, cousins and friends.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to W.A.T.C.H.,702 Main
Street, Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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American
Red Cross

Western Kentucky Chapter serving Calloway County
The number of times published or the length ofone or more ofthe
preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and
limes policy. Afee has been paidfor additional publishing or space.

Every Donation Brings Hope

201 S. Third Street
Murray, Ky 42071
270-753-2411
J.H. Churchill ww w.thejhch is/ hillsu ii era Ili trinc
email: emnmaallil

Pamelia Ann 'Pam' Chambers
Parnelia Ann "Pam- Chamber, 74, of Benton.
Kentucky, died Sunday, Jan. 5, 2015, at Baptist
Health, Paducah, Kentucky.
She was born on June 26, 1940 to Brien and
Martha Nell Holland.
She was a 1958 graduate of Benton High School.
She attended Murray State University for one year
where she met her husband, Gerald Chambers,and
they married June 14, 1959.
She was a homemaker and a member of First
Chambers Christian Church.
She was preceded in death by her parents; and a
sister, Melinda Jane Holland.
Mrs. Chambers is survived by her husband of 55 years, Gerald
Chambers of Benton; sons, Brien Chambers and wife Mel of
Benton, Scott Chambers and wife Brittany of Benton, Mark
Chambers of Murray; and grandchildren, Cassie Powell and husband Dustin, Callie and Chase Chambers, and Briley and Brody
Chambers,all of Benton.
Funeral services will be at 1 p.m.,Thursday.Jan.8,2015 at Collier
Funeral Chapel, Benton, with Rev. Dr. Michael Gatton and Rev. Joe
Daryl Thorn officiating. Burial will follow in the Benton Cemetery,
Benton. Visitation will be from 5-8 p.m., Wednesday. Jan. 7, 2015,
at Collier Funeral Home.
Memorial contributions may be made to the Marshall County
Exceptional Center, P.O. Box 423, Benton, KY 42025-0423.
Online condolences may be left at www.collierfuneralhome.com.
Collier Funeral Home,Benton. is in charge of arrangements.

Ernest Riley, Sr.
Ernest Riley,Sr.,66,of Murray, Kentucky,died at
11:20 a.m.. Friday, Jan. 2.2015,at his home.
Funeral services were at 11 a.m.,Tuesday. Jan. 6,
2015, at the J.W. Curry Funeral Home, Dyersburg,
Tennessee, with burial in the Fairview Cemetery.
He was born Oct. 12. 1948, in Dyersburg.
Tennessee, to James Ward Riley and Janie
Elizabeth Walton Riley.
He was a veteran of the US Army and served during the Vietnam War.
He was preceded in death by his parents, and two
Riley
sons, Ernest Riley, Jr. and James Riley.
Mr. Riley is survived by his wife, Annie G.
Shawver Riley; a daughter, Andrea Alexander and
111'
husband James of Lenox. Tennessee; a son, Shane
Dudley and wife Misty of Ft. Myers, Florida; a sister, Mary Jane Riley of Newbern.Tennessee; seven
grandchildren; several nieces, nephews and cousins.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Blalock-Coleman and York Funeral Home was in charge of local
arrangements.

White House says it wil veto
MI to approve oil piperme
By DINA CAPPIELLO
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
White House on Tuesday threatened to veto the first piece of
legislation introduced in the
Republican-controlled Senate, a
bill approving the muchdelayed Keystone XL oil
pipeline, in what was expected
to be the first of many confrontations over energy and
environmental policy.
Hours after supporters of the
bipartisan bill, which is sponsored by all 54 Senate
Republicans and six Democrats,
announced its introduction, the
White House said for the first
time that President Barack
Obama would veto it.
"If this bill passes this
Congress, the president wouldn't sign" it, White House
spokesman Josh Earnest said

Tuesday, saying legislation
shouldn't undermine the review
process underway at the State
Department or circumvent a
pending lawsuit in Nebraska
over its route.
It's "premature to evaluate the
project before something as
basic as the route of the pipeline
has been determined," he said.
The two main sponsors, Sen.
Joe Manchin, D-W.Va., and
Sen. John Hoeven, R-N.D., said
Tuesday morning they had
enough votes to overcome a filibuster of the bill but not a presidential veto. The House is
expected to vote and pass a bill
approving the $5.4 billion project, which was first proposed in
2008,on Friday.
"The Congress on a bipartisan
basis is saying we are approving
this project," said Hoeven, the
chief Republican sponsor.
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Glorybound to meet Friday
Glorybound Christian Entertainment Ministry
will meet Friday, Jan. 9, from 7-9 p.m. at
Goshen United Methodist Church Family
Fellowship Center, Stella. Featured will be For
Heaven's Sake, Gospel Three, and Kevin
Crawford.The public is invited. For more information, call Renee Taylor at 270-753-8124.

Datebook
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CCPL offers computer class

The Calloway County Public Library will
Martha
Finney Andrus, offer a free computer class Thursday, Jan. 8,
Community
from 2:30-4:30 p.m., on Microsoft Word
editor
Advanced. Pre-registration is required. Call
270-753-2288 to register for the classes.
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Parenting classes offered
Photo provided
FORT HEIMAN CAMP #1834: Members of Fort Heiman Camp #1834, Sons of Confederate Veterans, display a variety of
Confederate flags carried into battle during the War Between the States. Pictured, from left, are Ronnie Pool, Clyde Tidwell,
Charles Henry, Jimmy Bucy, Irving Parker, Barry Grogan and David Garland.

Calloway County Farm Bureau scholarships available
Special to the Ledger
The Calloway County Farm
Bureau is sponsoring three
scholarships for students of
Calloway County Farm Bureau
families. The scholarships are in
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Just in time for the c old
weather'- we have marked down
the turtleneck sweaters, as well
as our trouser socks and tights.
Scarves are up to 50% off.
Select styles of our famous
tummy tuck leggings and
Brighton Belts are also half
price. These are all flattering and
warm. We also have a variety of
slimming tunics with the spanx,
like garment sewn in.
All fall and winter merchandise
is 35-50% off. Jeans are half off.
New spring styles are arriving
daily, it's not too early to get
your size and put it in layaway.
Beautiful new spring styles in
multiples are here. New colors
and styles in our favorite leggings
are here.
Don't miss our

the amounts of $500 each and
are in addition to the numerous
scholarships awarded through
the Kentucky Farm Bureau
Education Foundation.
The local scholarship program
began 21 years ago for graduates of CallowayoCounty High
School, Murray High School
and
Eastwood
Christian
Academy. The applicant's parents must be members of the
Calloway County Farm Bureau.
The recipients may attend any
accredited college, but must pursue a four-year course of study.

The recipients must enter college as a beginning freshman no
later than the fall semester following their high school graduation. The scholarship proceeds
will be divided into two equal
payments to the winners.
Calloway
County
Farm
Bureau
President, Robert
Geurin, states that the local
scholarship program was established to promote leadership and
academic achievement during
high school and to encourage
students to seek higher education. Geurin also stressed that

applications for the local scholarships must be delivered to the
Farm Bureau office by Saturday,
Feb. 28.
The scholarship selection
committee will use the rules
established by the Kentucky
Farm
Bureau
Education
Foundation, Inc., with the
exceptions of GPA and ACT
scores. The scholarship applications and entry rules are available from high school guidance
counselors and at the local Farm
Bureau office, 1702 Kentucky
121 North Bypass.

Need Line updates donations needed
Special to the Ledger
your directions for the pick-up day.)
Need Line has issued an updated request for
Need Line is your local distributor for USDA
items needed. They include can tuna/salmon, can Commodities. You must be a resident of
chicken, corn meal, dry beans, powder milk, Murray/Calloway County and be income eligible.
canned turnip greens or spinach, soup, crackers, Monthly guideline infOrMation can be obtained
eggs, bread/buns, hamburger, hot dogs, chicken, from the Need Line office. Food is received once
butter and margarine, and onions.
a month and will vary as to the kinds of food
Personal hygiene items and cleaning supplies received. Examples of foods are peanut butter,
are extremely low and include dish liquiA, toilet cereal, dried beans, shelf stable milk, frozen or
paper, disposable razors, shampoo, men and can meat,juices, can or frozen fruits and vegetawomen's deodorant, laundry detergent, bar soap bles, soups,spaghetti sauce, pasta and other items.
and toothpaste. Hotel/travel size shampoo, lotions No recipient will be discriminated against because
and soaps are also requested along with large of race, color, national origin, age, sex, or disabilbrown paper bags.
ity.
Need Line had 1477 applications in December,
The Need Line Board meeting will be Monday.
2014. The Senior CSFP pick-up food day will be Jan. 19, at 12:30 p.m. at the Need Line office. For
Thursday, Jan. l5, from 10:30 a.m. until noon at questions or more information, call the Need Line
509 North Eighth Street.(All CSFP clients follow office at 270-753-6333.

MSU students win in science researth competition

VOTED MURRAY'S
FAVORITE
LADIES
CLOTHING 2014
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Special to the Ledger
The Kentucky Academy of Science celebrated
its 100th anniversary at the Centennial meeting
Nov. 14-16, at the Lexington Convention Center.
Since 1914, the Kentucky Academy of Science
has provided venues for Kentucky's scientists and
student scientists to share their research. More
than 800 scientists and students attended the 2014
annual meeting, and hundreds of undergraduate
and graduate students from Kentucky colleges and
universities participated in the meeting research
competitions.
The academy has announced the winners from
Murray State University in the student competitions:

Graduate Oral Presentations - Engineering,second place - Chaitanya Deepak Dogga; and
Undergraduate Oral Presentations - Health
Sciences, third place - Chesika Crintip.
The Kentucky Academy of Science is a nonprofit organization dedicated to advancing science in
Kentucky. The academy encourages scientific
research, promotes the diffusion of scientific
knowledge and unifies the scientific interests of
the state.
Faculty, staff and students of Murray State
University may become members of the Kentucky
Academy of Science at no cost thanks to MSU's
Enhanced Affiliate Membership. For more information, visit online at www.kyscience.org.

Living with Alzheimer's to be presented
There will be a program for caregivers of Alzheimer's patients in
the late stages of the disease on Thursday, Jan. 8,from 1-4 p.m., at
the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center, 607 Poplar
Street. Registration is required by calling 1-800-272-3900.

Ky. retirees to meet in Paducah
The Purchase Chapter of the Kentucky Public Retirees will meet
at 10:30 a.m.,Thursday,Jan. 8,at Pizza Inn, 1001 Joe Clifton Drive,
Paducah,for a combined lunch and business meeting. All retirees of
the Kentucky Retirement System are encouraged to attend. For
more information, call 270-889-7289 or 270-362-8709.

University Church of Christ will begin a 13-week DivorceCare
class on Wednesday. Jan. 21, and will continue until April 15. The
13-week class will run back-to-back for those who miss earlier
classes. The meetings will be in room 211 of the church,801 North
12th Street, from 6:30-8 p.m., each Wednesday. A fellowship meal
will be held before the class from 5:30-6:30 p.m. There is no cost
for the class. For more information, call 931-933:V776.
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Book forum to be held at CCPL
The Calloway County Public Library and the Murray-Calloway
Endowment for Health Care are joining forces to sponsor a community read of"The End of Your Life Book Club," by Will Schwalbe.
Free copies of the book are available to the first 50 people who sign
up at the library to attend the book forum which will be Sunday,
Jan. 11, at 2:30 p.m., in the community •room of the library. For
more information, contact Sandy Linn at 270-753-2288,ext.111 or
email sandy.linn@callowaycountylibrary.org.

Sc

Al-Anon support group will meet
Al-Anon,a support group for friends and family members of alcoholics, will meet Monday and Thursday nights from 6:30-7:30 p.m.
at University Church of Christ. For more information call Diana at
/70-227-0951 or Belinda at 270-293-5100.

First Place to begin winter session
First Place health program will begin its winter session with an
orientation on Sunday, Jan. 11, at 4:30 p.m., at Grace Baptist
Church,617 South Ninth Street and Monday,Jan. 12, at 6:30 p.m.,
at the Blood River Baptist Association Building, 47 Aurora
Highway. Hardin. Attendance at orientation is a prerequisite for
enrolling in the program. Alumni members who have not preenrolled must also attend this orientation meeting. Group meetings
will begin the week following orientation. Group leaders and class
schedules will be announced at orientation. For more information,
contact Martha Norsworthy at 270-753-5400.
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Knit-wits will meet
The Knit-wits group will meet Friday, Jan. 9, at 1 p.m., in the
Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library. Knitters
and crocheters of all levels are welcome. For more information call
Dot at 270-293-5588.
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ENIX JEWELERS

JOIN FIRST PLACE

THEJEWEL OF DOWNTOWN

A CHRIST CENTERED HEALTH PROGRAM

To Join You Must Attend
The Orientation Meeting

PRICES LOWERED
c/o
OFF

DOWNTOWN MURRAY
107 South 4th Street
Phone: 270-753-9959
STORE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9am-5pm

FIRST PLACE 4

RETIREMENT SALE
v-

Dexter/Almo Water Board to meet
The Board of the Dexter-Almo Heights Water District will hold its
monthly meeting on Thursday.Jan. 8,at 6 p.m.,at the office located
at 351 Almo Road, Almo. For more information, call 270-7539101.

DivorceCare classes to start in January

A

Congratulations to Lori Milan
who won this week's giveaway.
Like and share us on Facebook
or come in the store to be eligible.
Stay tuned to next week's fun
andfashion report...

Active Parenting Now classes will be offered by the Calloway
County Extension office with the first session to start Wednesday,
Jan. 14, meeting every Wednesday through Feb. 18,from 5:30-8:30
p.m. Anyone is welcome to participate. To register for the classes or
for more information,call the Calloway County Extension office at
270-753-1426. More information can also be found at www.activeparentingnow.com and calloway.ca.uky.edu.

DATE:
DATE: Q1
Jan. 12,2015
Jan. 11,2015

TIME:
4:30 p.m.

TIME:
6:30 p.m.

PLACE:
PLACE:
Blood River
Grace Baptist
Baptist Assoc. Office
Church
617 S. 9th St.
Murray, KY 42071

47 Aurora Hwy.
Hardin, KY 42048

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:
Martha Norsworthy, 270-753-5400
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No. 1 KENTUCKY SURVIVES
MISSISSIPPI 89-86 IN OVERTIME
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Dominant almost all season and
facing expectations of going
unbeaten, top-ranked Kentucky
looked vulnerable and very beatable against a Mississippi team
intent on pulling off a seismic
upset.
Wildcats guard Aaron Harrison
thwarted the Rebels quest by
scoring 26 points, including two
big free throws with 1:29 remaining in overtime to put Kentucky
ahead to stay. Kentucky then
withstood three final Mississippi
attempts to rally before escaping
with an 89-86 victory Tuesday
night to win its Southeastern
Conference opener and keep its
hopes for a perfect season alive.
"We knew they were going to
fight," Aaron Harrison said after
beating the Rebels with 9-of-10
shooting from the line and five 3pointers. "The SEC is tougher
than what people think and we
knew they weren't going to lay
down.
"They came out and fought
really hard. We had a game
where we had to make big plays
and we made them."
Crunch-time heroics weren't
expected from Kentucky (14-0.

v33333301 3

1-0 SEC), which entered as overwhelming favorites against a
Mississippi squad it had beaten
102 times in 115 previous meetins, The Wildcats instead got a
back-and-forth battle with the
determined Rebels, who didn't
flinch and seemed to have
momentum and opportunities in
their favor.
.,Especially in OT, as missed
free throws down the stretch
gave the Rebels chances to either
go ahead or tie the game.
Mississippi just couldn't take
advantage as LaDarius White
missed on one possession and the
Rebels (9-5,0-I) lost the ball out
of bounds on the next.
The Rebels had one last opportunity after Trey Lyles missed
two free throws with 15.4 seconds left, but Martavious
Newby's 3-pointer bounced high
and was grabbed by Willie
Cauley-Stein to keep Kentucky
unbeaten.
"We never talked one time
(coming into the game) about
going in and beat the No. 1 team
in the country," Mississippi
coach Andy Kennedy said. "I just
told them to compete for 40 minutes and I certainly thought we
JAMES CRISP / AP Photo
did that. We gave ourselves a Kentucky's Willie Cauley-Stein, right, is pressured by Mississippi's
Stefan Moody (42) durchance. Um proud of the effort. ing the second half of an NCAA college basketball
game in Lexington, Ky., Tuesday, Jan.
•See WILDCATS, 8A
6, 2015. Kentucky won 89-86 in overtime.
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AP Photos

In this combination of photos Craig Biggio, Randy Johnson, Pedro Martinez and John Smoltz, left to right, speak during their news conferences after
being elected to the Baseball Hall of Fame, Tuesday, Jan. 6, 2015.

Johnson, Martinez among 4 voted to Hall
NEW YORK (AP) — Randy
Johnson, Pedro Martinez and
John Smoltz dominated in an era
of offense, each in their own
way.
The 6-foot-10 Big Unit
became the tallest of 215 players
elected to baseball's Hall of
Fame and
the 5-foot-11
Martinez the shortest pitcher
picked for Cooperstown since
Whitey Ford in 1974.
Smoltz, who found unusual
success both as a starting pitcher
and a reliever, also was voted in

Tuesday along with Craig
Biggio, the first time since 1955
writers picked a quartet of players in one year.
For many, the election of
Johnson and Martinez was the
long and short of it.
"You're talking about freakish
talent," Smoltz said. "I've never
seen at each person's height anybody come close to what they
were able to do."
Johnson. Martinez and Smoltz
were crowned by big margins on
their first tries, the first trio of
pitchers voted in together by the
writers. Biggio made it on his
third attempt after falling two

votes shy last year.
Steroids-tainted stars Roger
Clemens, Barry Bonds, Mark
McGwire and Sammy Sosa
again fell far short of half of the
votes and appear to have little
chance of reaching the necessary 75 percent during their
remaining time on the Baseball
Writers' Association of America
ballot.
"It's actually sad, to be honest.
It's sad," Martinez said. "People
I admired are not going in with
me."
The quartet will be inducted in
Cooperstown on July 26. The
BBWAA had not voted in four

players together since selecting
Joe DiMaggio, Gabby Hartnett,
Ted Lyons and Dazzy Vance 60
years earlier.
A five-time Cy Young Award
winner with 303 victories and
4,875 strikeouts, Johnson was
selected on 534 of 549 ballots by
BBWAA members who have
been with the organization for
10 consecutive years at any
point. The left-hander appeared
on 97.3 percent of the ballots,
the eighth-highest mark in the
history. of voting.
Outfielder Dave Winfield (6foot-6), elected in 2001, had
been the tallest Hall of Famer,

according to STATS.
"I don't think people quite
understand how difficult it is to
be 6-foot-10 and be throwing a
ball 60 feet, 6 inches away,"
Johnson said. "In order to do
that, you have to consistent with
your release point and where
you're landing and your arm slot
and all that. For someone 6-1,62, there's less body to keep
under control, so it's a lot easier."
A three-time Cy Young winner
with flamboyance to go along
with his fastball, Martinez

Calloway Co.
thwarts Mayfield

Murray mauls
Fulton City

Parker Adams finished with a
game high 24 points, Skyler
IS. Clay
Hunter
added
Smotherman had II and Connor
Wagner added nine, as the
Lakers beat Mayfield 74-50 on
the road for their 13th win of the
season.
Calloway County was 12-of19 from behind the arc - including 10-of-12 in the first half.
The Lakers play Marshall Co.
at home Friday. Tip is 7:30 p.m.

Duane Curtis had 18 points
and four assists. Preston English
had 10 points and Tandyn
Sheppard had nine points to lead
Murray (I1-4) over Fulton City'
70-34 Tuesday night on the
road.
Tedrick Hughes also added 12
points from the bench, as the
Tigers finished 26-of-44 from
inside the arc.
Murray heads to Ballard
Memorial Thursday at 7:30 p.m.

•See MLB,8A

NASHVILLE PREDATORS

Late goal leads Predators to 3-2 win over Hurricanes
BY JIM DIAMOND
The Associated Press

NASHVILLE, Term. (AP) —
After playing two games in
Southern California during the
weekend, Nashville got off to a
slow start back home against
Carolina. The Predators picked
up their pace in the second period
and used a three-goal third period
to beat the Hurricanes,
Roman Josi scored the tiebre_aking goal late in the third to give
Nashville a 3-2 victory Tuesday
night. Ryan Ellis and Mike Fisher
also scored and Pekka Rinne
stopped 23 shots to help the

Predators win for the third time in
four games.
"The second period wasn't a
gem. but it was much better than
the first," Nashville coach Peter
Laviolette said. "We started to
build some steam. I thought we
had some looks and some
attempts."
With the score tied at 2 late,
Viktor Stalberg sent a pass from
the right side to Josi in the high
slot. Josi corralled the puck and
fired a slap shot past Ward with
4:43 remaining to give the
Predators their first lead.
Stalberg, who had two assists,
has battled injuries this season.

and was recently waived and then
sent down to Milwaukee of ,the
AHL. Due to injuries to several
fonvards. Stalberg was recalled
Saturday and has posted three
assists in three games since.
"Unfortunately with injuries
and all that kind of stuff, I haven't
really had a chance to show what
I can do," Stalberg said. "This is a
little bit of my chance here. so I
have to find a way to get the job
done and show them I deserve to
get as many minutes as I can out
there."
Eric Staal and Justin Faulk
scored for Carolina and Cam
Ward also finished with 23 saves.

Each step
they take:
Racers take
season day
by day
Every step means something.
Every play, every practice,
every game.
But, it all comes one day at a
time.
•
"Now the thing is,can we do it
next week?" Racer basketball
head coach Steve Prohm rhetorically asked after the Dec. 6,
2014, win over rival Western
Kentucky. "And can we do it
next week?"
So far, the answer has been
yes.
Each step has meant something-the team has won nine
games in a row over the last 39
days.
And Ti. Sapp said Monday
that every time the team enters
the gym, they're in there to get
better.
They are better than they were
30 days ago,they want to be better 30 days from now, and they
want to better even better 30
days after that-when the OVC
tournament rolls around.
Coming into the season, the
word "expectations" was more
than a whisper that hung from
the mouths of most Racer fans.
Inside the locker room,
though, the word didn't exist.
Prohm constantly reminded
media
that
only
two
players-Jeffery Moss and Tyler
Rambo-have been in the Racer
system for more than a year.
The rest were still learning,
still developing.
Sure, the team was only a few
months removed from a national
championship:
And sure, Dexter Fields was
the only big loss in personnel.
Add to the list that Cam
Payne,Jarvis Williams and Sapp
were all preseason selections to
the OVC All-Tournament team.
Top it all off with Payne being
the first sophomore in the conference to ever earn the preseason selection of OVC Player of
the Year.
Who wouldn't spread rumors
of what to expect this season?
Still, the word was not on the
minds of Prohm or his players.
Each year brings a new set of
challenges. They knew that.
So, each step meant something.
Before the season officially
kicked off, the team as thrown a
couple of punches they couldn't
see coming.
Jonathan Fairell suffered a hip
injury, limiting his ability to
practice and conditioning. It's
affects still linger.
Rambo ran into an eligibility
problem through no fault of his
own. He missed the first game
of the season, a 3-point loss to
Houston. It's a game Prohm
thinks the team would win if
they' had another chance.
The challenge for the team
soon became a mental one, and
they stumbled to a 2-4 start.
From there, Prohm issued a
30-day challenge. The Racers
went back to fundamentals.
They went back to-where each
step was focused on moving forward, not backward or sideways.
The players started to shot
fake and drive instead of throw
up bad 3-pointers. They' started
to dish to the post instead of
only swinging the ball out wide.
They started to win.
Winning, though, wasn't
, Prohm's measuring stick during
his month-long challenge, which
ended Saturday with a win at
Morehead State.
"We're making progress," he
said. "Whether we won or lost,
that wasn't going to be whether
it worked or not. It was just
going to be, 'Are we making
•See RACERS, 8A
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PREP GIRLS BASKETBALL: UHA 69, GALLOWAY CO.49

caSr M`ESCPA NZEP

Lady Lakers start strong, fade against UHA

Haverstockinsur
'" ance Agency

By EDWARD MARLOWE
Lead Sports Writer
Trailing just 20-16 heading
into the second quarter against
2nd Region favorite University
Heights Academy Tuesday
night, the Calloway County
Lady I Akers 1-12) had a chance
to keep things close - especially
with Lady Blazer Janiya Davis
out with a high ankle sprain.
Instead, the Lady Lakers committed 25 turnoyers. shot 9-for19 from the charity stripe and let
Dena y ia llolmes (31 points.
eight rebounds) and LeeLee
Grubbs 124 points, five
rebounds) run rampant.
Calloway then fell 69-49 in
Jeffery Gymnasium.
Led by 15 points from Megan
Greer and Kelsey Douglas, the
Lady Lakers surged in firstquarter and third-quarter offense
like they hate most of the season,
It was the second and. fourth
quarters when UHA took over EDWARD MARLOWE /Ledger & Times
playing t,'ken 2-2-1 defense and Calloway's Megan Greer tries to look for Alicia Hornbuckle (15) from the wing Tuesday
forcing intense pressure on the night against University Heights Academy. Greer finished with a team-tying 15 points
Lad\ 1.akers.
alongside Kelsey Douglas, while Hornbuckle had four points and four assists.
Still seeking . consistency
throilch 32 minutes of action, in the middle of the first quarter. said. "You've got to be able to ing on the door Friday for
head coach Scott Sivills said A headfake and jumper from recognize that, and that's the Calloway's first district matchup
Tuemiat s game has been the Douglas would extend that lead tough part when she's one of our of the season, Sivills said it's
better players and she gets two time to pick up the long faces
"em-oh- tor most the season - to 16-12.
fouls. You can't use your and move forward in the season.
quick
drive
would
however,
Grubbs,
and
shooting
throw
free
poor
After all, he doesn't believe in
and sink two free throws to start hands- you've got to have your
costly unforced errors.
sorry for himself- or his
feeling
up.
hands
quarter
the
close
to
run
"We played well at times, but an 8-0
team.
"And that was frustrating."
not the tvhole game.- he added. then close it by flying in for an
Win or lose, he just wants to
Douglas picked up the and-1
"It's something we're trying to offensive reboUnd putback.
his team come out and comsee
quarter
again
fourth
the
start
to
surge
their
UHA continued
correct, but they have two really
good players. and we didn't do a well into the second quarter - closing the Lady Lakers to with- pete each and every night.
"When you're down 10 or
very gotld job guarding them. holding the Lady Lakers to just in 11,53-42.
points in the second half,
more
basket
a
had
however,
UHA,
for
19
We had the lead cut to II sever- nine points while scoring
to answer for each possession your urgency has to be a lot
al times in the second half with a 39-25 lead at the break.
An athletic offensive rebound going forward - keeping the higher than what it has been," he
the hall in our hands.and we just
said. "You can't just play along
didn't do what we're supposed and putback from Danielle Potts lead to at least 10 until late.
Holmes bookended an 8-2 run with another team - you've got
trimmed the deficit back to 11,
to do.
"It's tough. When you can't 41-30, late in the third - but the with an and-I against Douglas to make plays'.
"Nobody is going to feel sorry
get o'er the hump and make senior only saw 13 minutes of and a midcourt steal with a complay s. it all compounds on action Tuesday night because of plimentary basket to stretch for you...life is not easy for anyearly foul trouble after picking UHA's lead to 20,65-45, before body. There are some people
itsellJacie Spann stole a rebound up back-to-back whistles in the a final lady Blazer timeout sent that get better breaks, but no
team on our schedule is going to
both benches onto the floor.
and hit the and-1 to give the second quarter.
With Marshall County knock- feel sorry for us..."
"You can't do that," Sivills
Lady 1.akers an early 12-9 lead

Nobody can protect your AUTQ
any better than we can!
211S 12th St • Murray. KY • 753-3415
Haverstock

NFL Glands
Sat., Jan. 10
Battsnore at New England, 4:35 p.m_
(NBC)
Carolina at Seattle. 8 15 p.m.(FOX)
Sunday, Jan. 11
Dallas at Green Bay, 11)5 p.m (FOX)
Indianapolis at Denver. 4.40 p.m.(CBS)

State Auto
insurance

Conf. Championships - Sun., Jan 18
NFC, 3 05 p m (FOX)
AFC, 6 40 p m (CBS)
Pro Bowl' Sunday, Jan. 25
Team Irvin vs Team Carter. 8 pm
(ESPN)
Super Bowl - Sunday, Feb. 1
AFC champion vs NFC champion. 6 30 ,
p.m (NBC)

•Racers...

Out

From Page 7A
progress?"
You can go down the line and
ask every player, and the answer
will be the same.
Are they where they wanted to
be after 30 days'?
"We've gotten better.- they'll
say. Or,"We've grown a lot."
It's not a dodgy answer. It's
the truth. The Racers are slowly
becoming the defensive juggernaut Murray State basketball is
supposed to be. And with the
exception of less than a handful
of games during the win streak,
shots have been falling like they
should for such a talented corps
of guards.
I think their answer goes
beyond that,though. If Protun or
the players answered with a simple, "Yes," it would almost be
admitting complacency.
Instead,they want to keep getting better.
"We have more room to keep
growing," Sapp said.
So, it's all about taking each
day as it comes. If the team
keeps improving their own
game, everything else will fall
"
into place.
I don't know that they'll run
the table in the OVC-Prohm
will admit the conference is far
top to
underrated from
bottom-but they have a chance.
If they can continue on their
current path,they should at least

win the division and earn the
bye into the semifinal round of
the tournament.
They'll be there at the end of
the season, but that's still nearly
two months away.
"It's got to be one game at a
time," Prohm said last week.
"We have to do it again today.
We have to do it again tomorrow. We can't get caught up in
the big picture, because you
don't want to put too much pressure on yourselves or these
guys."
If they keep rolling with their
current plan, I don't think the
pressure will get to them.
The team carries a confidence
now that wasn't quite developed
at the start of the season.
pre-practice
the
From
wannups to the big moments in
games, the Racers have a new
swagger that grows a little more
each day.
But,they still won't talk about
a win streak. They' won't talk
about going undefeated in the
OVC. They won't really even
talk about making it to the
NCAA playoffs. though that's
the ultimate goal.
The only thing that matters is
the next lifting session, the next
film study, the next practice, the
next game.
After all, it's one step at a
time,and each step means something

e3v

MLB*.
From Page 7A
appeared on 500 ballots (91.1
percent). He was 219-100,
struck Out 3.154, led the major
leagues in ERA fit e times and in
2004 helped the Boston Red Sox
ti) their first World Series title in
86 y-ears.
Juan
followed
Martinez
Marietta' (19831 as the seCond
Dominican Hall of Famer.
Elex en inches shorter than
Johns in. Martinez pitched with
exceptional intensity.
"My body would change half
an hour before the game, and I
would just become this serious,
focused person because my dad
reminded me you've got to be
serious about your job."
Martinez recalled. "I saw everybody as an enemy. and I saw
everybody as like in a jungle:
You just kill to survive. And
that's the intensity and the focus
I had to keep to do it every day
on a day -to-day basis. And that's
the kind of chip on the shoulder
that people thought I had, even
though that was my way to concentrate and do the day to day
things that I did in baseball."
Smoltz was on 455 ballots
(82.9 percent). The 1996 NL Cy
Young winner was 213-155 with
154 saves. the only pitcher with
200 wins and 150 Saves. He
went 15-4 in the postseason during a 21 -year career that included 3 1/2 seasons in the bullpen

when he returned slowly following elbow surgery that sidelined
him for the 2000 season.
He combined with Greg
Maddux and Tom Glavine to
form a starting rotation that was
the primary factor in Atlanta's
record 14 consecutive playoff
appearances. Now Smoltz will
join the pair in the Hall following their inductions last July.
"The three of us share such a
unique bond that I don't think
anyone really feels any different
than the other person,although I
can tell you that I'm not in their
class when it talks about the
numbers that they put up,"
Smoltz said. "But I'm probably
not in anyone's class because of
the strangeness of my career and
the uniqueness of what I did."
Biggio appeared on 454 ballots, 42 more than needed and
up from 68.2 percent in his first
appearance and 74.8 percent last
year. A catcher who shifted to
second base and spent three seasons in the outfield, he had
3,060 hits and 668 doubles in 20
big league seasons, all with the
Houston Astros.
"I was a nervous dog this
morning.I haven't been this anxious in a long time," Biggio said.
"Maybe it does mean a little bit
more this year."
Mike Piazza fell 28 votes short
but increased his percentage to
69.9 from 57.8 in 2013 and 622
last year.

Both making their third
appearances, Clemens received
37.5 percent and Bonds -36.8
percent. In his ninth and next-tolast year of eligibility, McGwire
got 10 percent — less than half
his peak of 23.6 percent in 2008.
Sosa was on 6.6 percent of the
ballots,just above the 5 percent
threshold for remaining on next
year's list.
Don Mattingly received 9.1
percent in his 15th and final
appearance on the ballot. Under
a change made by the Hall's
board last summer, players' eligibility was cut from 15 years to
10 but the 11-15 group was
grandfadiered.
Among theJ7 first-time eligibles who will be dropped are
Carlos Delgado (3.8 percent)
and players' association head
Tony Clark, who did not get any
votes.
Ken Griffey Jr., Trevor
Hoffman and Billy Wagner are
among the players eligible for
the first time in next year's ballot.
But first, this summer's induction. Biggio, the only offensive
player, was 0 for 14 against
Johnson but hit .302 against
Martinez (13 for 43) and .260
versus Smoltz(27 for 104).
"Actually, I got a hit off of
Randy in spring training one
time," Biggio said,"but it didn't
count."

Wildcats...
The Rebels ended up shooting
huge upset, but they succeeded in
From Page 7A
giving Kentucky the scare that 49 percent while the Wildcats
proud of the tight."
few expected the Wildcats to face made 42 percent. But Kentucky
Devin Booker added 13 points,
made 28 free throws, six more
in the SEC.
Andrew Harrison 12, including a
Mississippi shot in the
than
is
this
and
learning
still
"We're
free.throw with 33 seconds left,
game.
them,"
for
call
wake-up
a
and Karl-Anthony Towns II as
KEY MOMENT
Calipari
the Wildcats survived their Kentucky coach John
cramps left Moody sitting
Leg
coming
are
teams
"Look,
said.
toughest test this season. Cauleyfloor early in OT after
the
on
great,
play
didn't
We
you.
after
three
and
rebounds
Stein had 12
on a 3-point attempt
fouled
being
to
it
give
to
have
you
but
blocks in 39 minutes, all of
help getting to the
needing
and
played."
they
Mississippi,
which were critical in withstandtreatment.
Mi. Rhett
for
bench
Kentucky
trailing
by
Unfazed
ing the Rebels.
helped took his place at the line and
Moody
18-5.
and
12-0
points
25
scored
Moody
Stefan
regroup to made just one of three shots.
and Jarvis Summers 23 for the Mississippi's offense
"If (Stefan) Moody doesn't
7-0 to get
and
10-0
of
runs
mount
Rebels. who beat Kentucky 30up, we probably lose the
cramp
eventually
before
23-22
within
26 in the paint and controlled the
Calipari said. "He was
game,'
left
7:01
with
lead
30-26
a
taking
game
the
of
much
for
boards
We couldn't do
ridiculous.
38-36
just
led
Rebels
in the half. The
before falling short 34-32.
him."
with
anything
percent
50
behind
break
the
at
Summers even had a chance to
Kentucky
TIP-INS
before
win it at the end of regulation,but shooting
a
with
Mississippi: The Rebels had
half
second
the
opened
sec4
with
attempt
-point
his 3
as
two-game winning streak in
many
their
as
by
them
onds left bounced high off the spurt that put
openers snapped and fell to
battled
SEC
Mississippi
before
six
rim with the game tied at 77. The
all-time.
28-54
back.
a
off
of
pulling
short
fell
Rebels
•
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With the recent publicity about Greyhound's
100th anniversary it has given the iconic bus
line a chance for lots of free advertising while
at the same time exhorting the makeover of the
company's more than 1,500 bus fleet.
I will admit traveling by an ultra-modern bus
now possibly seems more appealing than by air.
I never thought I'd ever say that. Several years
ago I was contracted to write a story that
required
me to travel with Mayflower Tours
Out & About
from Chicago to Mackinac Island and back.
... Kentucky With overnight stops along the way it was quite
relaxing. Bus rides, even for extended periods,
Style
can be okay.
By Gary P. West
But regardless of how much more legroom,
Syndicated
free WI-El or non-stop routes they offer, bus
Columnist
lines in general have some issues to overcome.
Bus popularity has seen its ups and downs.
pack in the day train travel was at the top of the heap. Then when
air fares become more affordable, for the most part getting there by
rail went by the wayside. The buses still rolled, but the perception
was one of seedy depots, stop at every wide place in the road, and
passengers who couldn't afford another form of transportation.
Although it may not always be true it is still out there.
Today Greyhound carries over 18 million passengers and company execs tout value of its tickets, safety record and convenience.
In my lifetime I've ridden Greyhound several times. Once from
Frankfort to E'town as a teenager. It seemed like the journey took
all day, and it probably did, stopping in every village to let off and
pick up. Everybody talked to me,especially the uniformed soldiers
.heading to Fort Knox. I_also rode "old Grey" from E'town to
Bowling Green once. The route was 31-W, before 1-65, stopped in
Upton, Bonnieville. Munfordville, Horse Cave and then Cave City.
The station there was like a small Grand Central with several busses
headed north and south converging all at once. Passengers were
required to disembark. Hot and cold food,pay phones and bus information was all a part of the activity. Back on the bus we started the
process all over, stopping at Park City before reaching my destination of Bowling Green.
But I had another Greyhound experience that was one for the ages,
at least for me.
At the time living in Bloomington, Illinois, it was June 1971, and
I was fulfilling my summer military obligation in Camp McCoy,
Wisconsin. after having been released from two years active duty a
few months before. I had hitched a ride with an acquaintance getting there, but getting back home was a different story. 1 had a ride
from Camp McCoy,just outside of Lacrosse, as far as Chicago, and
then I was on my own.
Chicago to Bloomington was about two hours. And with a twoyear-old daughter and an expectant wife, it was out of the question
of them picking me up in Chicago.
1 made the decision to be dropped off at the Greyhound Bus
Station. It was one of the most memorable experiences in my life.
You haven't lived unless you've been in the Chicago Bus Station in
1971. Fortunately, I was wearing my Army fatigues, and carrying a
small duffle bag.
I remembered years earlier how friendly everyone was to those
soldiers on the bus headed to Fort Knox. Maybe, I thought, they
Would be the same to me.
Going to the rest room inside the station was not a possibility. I
tried, walking through a swinging door labeled "Men", instantly I
saw obvious drug addicts lining the walls sniffing glue from handkerchiefs. As the door swung back, I went with it, back into the
lobby of the station. I had been paid $355 in cash upon departing
Camp McCoy.and I wasn't ready to have it separated from me in the
Chicago Bus Station. Later, in need of a facility, 1 sneaked my way
onto one of the multitudes of empty buses parked in angled slips
waiting to load up and head out of Chicago east, west, north and
south.
This was one busy place, of which I have rarely seen. The task at
hand was to find a Greyhound that would get me to Bloomington.
Reading the schedules posted on the walls of the huge bus station
was not particularly easy. And when the announcements rang out
over the speakers the only words I could understand were "now
loading." Forget where they were going.
I found a bus headed to Springfield,Illinois. It would pass through
Bloomington on 1-55, the old route 66. There was only one problem, and it was a big one. This Greyhound was an express, which
meant no stops until it reached Springfield.
Hurriedly, I searched out the driver, finding him standing in front
of his bus. Looking far more military than 1 did, he wore grey slacks
and matching jacket, crisp white shirt and a black tie and clasp with
an elongated dog emblazoned on it.
Looking frazzled, and hoping he might feel sorry for me, I quick-

Photo submitted by Mike Reynolds

Greyhound Bus Stations like this that were once located in downtown Bowling Green were fixtures in many towns
across
America the 40's, 50's 60's, and into the 70's.
ly explained my situation to him.
"Lieutenant, I am not permitted to stop my coach on an interstate
for any reason other than an emergency," he told me.
"But this is an emergency," I responded. "It's not the kind I'm
talking about," he said.
I thanked him and went back into the station to figure something
else out. Suddenly there was a hand on my shoulder. It was the
Greyhound driver.
"Buy a ticket to Springfield," he told me. "We'll figure it out."
Immediately I ran to the ticket window, found a pay phone and
called home. I'll be there in a couple of hours, I said, I'll try to get
the driver to drop me off near a certain exit. Got to go, Bye.
Boarding the bus I told him what exit. "Sit as close to thefront as
you can. I'll motion for you to come up when we get close," he told
me, almost in a whisper.
Luckily,(found a at two rows behind my new hero. Of course,

I couldn't sleep. Couldn't take a chance of missing his signal. Just
as he said, when the time came he pointed in my direction, and in
military precision I moved smartly to where he was and knelt down.
"Sit down on the step. and when I pull over and the door opens hit
the ground running. I've got to check one of my turn signals," he
said in justifying his Good Samaritan deed for me. He did and I did.
It mattered little to me that I was standing alone on an Interstate
late at night. I could crawl home from there if I had to. Seconds
later a car's headlights went on. I walked toward it, climbed a mesh
wire fence, picked up my duffle bag, and finally I was home.
Regrettably, I didn't get the Greyhound driver's name. Years later
I still have a soft spot for Greyhound. 1;in just glad he had to check
that turn signal in Bloomington.
There's no excuse. So get up,get out and get going. Gary P. West
can be reached at west1488@twc.com

WWW.MURRAYHOSPITAL,O.RG

OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY
Stephanie Hutchison, MD
Obstetrics and Gynecology
Murray-Calloway County Hospital welcomes Stephanie Hutchison,
MD to the area
A 2006 graduate of the Marshall University School of Medicine in
Huntington, W.Va., Hutchison completed a four-year obstetrics and
gynecology residency program at Eastern Virginia Medical School in
Norfolk, Va. in 2010. Her residency included close to 400 procedures
performed with da Vinci Si Robotics, urogynecology training, MFM/
GYN ultrasound training and work with the Childrens Hospital of the
Kings Daughters and Pediatric Emergency Department in Norfolk.
She was awarded Best Research Residency for "Combined
Anesthesia in Neonatal Circumcision" in 2010.

DR. HUTCHISON'S
EDUCATION AND AWARDS:
Medical Degree - 2006
Marshall University School of Medicine
Huntington, W.Va.
OB/GYN Residency - 2010
Eastern Virginia Medical School
Norfolk, Va.
•

Best Research Residency - 2010
"Combined Anesthesia in Neonatal
Circumcision"

Plumbing & liodriad LIC
is back under the ownership & managem
of Charles Reed.
4i•
OME ESTIMATES

Call Today for Your Plumbing & Electrical
Including:
• Sales & Service on Stand-by
• Water Filtration Systems
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Looking Back
Dr. William G. Hart, Dr. Billy
P'Pool, Dr. Robert T. Williams. Dr.
Lewis Drake, Dr. Joyce Hughes, Dr.
Robert Hughes, and Dr. Craig
Dowdy. Honored for their five years
of service on the Board of
Commissioners were Dr. John
Yezerski and Murray Mayor Bill
Cherry.
Thirty years ago
Pam Wyatt, Leslie Wyatt and
Stacy Wyatt of Whitnell Drive,
found time to build a snow family
before warmer temperatures begin
melting the 9 inches of snow that
fell throughout western Kentucky.
Calloway County High School
student Anne Marie Hoke is pictured with Jerry Ainley, principal
and Jane Sisk, teacher, as she holds
her winning essay in the conservation essay contest. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hoke.
Forty years ago
Members of the Calloway County
Board of Education are Joe Dyer
and Walter Byars, new members,
Billy Joe Stubblefield, Lubie
Parrish and Ferrel Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Boggess of
Hardin will observe their 50th wedding anniversary on Jan. 11.
Fifty years ago
The Kentucky Department of
Labor presented an Employee
Safety Award to the Tappan
Company, Murray Division. Bobby
Johnson is the safety director at the
local plant which employs 750 people.
James H. Jones, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Claybome E. Jones of Murray,
was presented an award for best
designed building in Cincinnati,
Ohio, at a dinner meeting of architects of that area.
Sixty years ago
Harvey Ellis is county chairman
and Frank Albert Stubblefield is city
chairman of the American Red
Cross Fund Drive. Mrs. Joe Pace is
executive secretary.
Hiram Tucker, local real estate
agent. has installed the first device
in Murray for the receiving of telephone messages while he is out of
the office.

Tea years ago
Pictured is the crumbled roof of a
350-foot cover slip at Kenlake State
Resort Park Marine as it sits atop
:rapped boats following the
Christmas Winter Storm of 2004.
John Ed Scott, official government weather recorder for Murray,
reported a total of 6139 inches of
rain for the year. The average for the
past few years was recordad at
56.24 inches.
County
Murray -Calloway
Technical Center carpentry teacher
Steve Arant looks on as he directs
volunteers working on the new Life
House building. ATC students spent
several days assisting with the new
building's Gcstruction.
Mr. and Mrs. Jamie Fox of
Murray, are the parents of a daughter, Alexis Marie Fox, born Sunday,
Dec. 26. at Murray-Calloway
.County Hospital. The mothei is the
former Lisa Marie Crowder.
Twenty years ago
- An early morning four-car pileup
I.:"on Wiswell Road caused other
::-motorists to re-route their trips.
(Occording to officials, the steep'
;grade of the road combined with icy
• Conditions contributed to the accident.
Pictured is Park Director Gary
, Hohman as he works on a project in
front of the swimming pool area.
Because of the current financial Situation, Hohman has shouldered
I.. both maintenance and office
responsibilities with only his main- tenance foreman to provide assistance. Prior to the layoffs, the parks
had five staff members. This is the
first time in Hohman's 23 years
• with the parks that the financial situation has been this serious.
In appreciation of their devoted
-. service, nine Murray-Calloway
:.:.County Hospital doctors and two
:members of the hospital's Board of
-:Commissioners were recently hon.- 7:::ored at a service awards banquet at
Murray Country Club. Honored
with an award for 25 years of service was Dr. Hal E. Houston, Jr.
Honored for 20 years of service was
Dr. Bailey Binford. Other physicians honored for their service were

Woman's illicit affair seems
to upset only her sister
DEAR ABBY: My sister has
been seeing a married man for
two years. He has told her the
only reason he is staying in this
loveless marriage is for his daughter (standard lie of a cheating
husband).
His wife found out midway
through this "relationship? but
forgave him
when
he
he
swore
would stop.
of
which
course he didn't. When I
told my sishow
ter
wrong
this
relationship is
and that she
deserves better, I ended
By Abigail
up alienating
Van Buren
her.
I have recently learned that
his wife just had a second child.
and my sister is pregnant, too.
I'm sick to my stomach with all
of this. I told her how crazy her
situation is, but she refuses to
see how horrible "the man she
loves" really is. She says she is
fine raising this child alone, and
if her lover is in their lives, then
she will be satisfied with that.
I am the only one freaking
out about this. How do I deal
with it and not totally lose my
sister? -- FREAKING OUT IN
ILLINOIS
DEAR FREAKING OUT:
Your sister is an adult. She has
made her choices and may have
to learn the hard way what you
have been trying to tell her. Realize that as much as you love her.
you cannot live her life for her.
Let her know you're there for her
and the baby, because she's going
to need all the support she can
get.

Dear Abby

•••••

DEAR ABBY: I am 30 and
my husband, "Brent," is 35. We
have had some financial troubles

lately and recently had to move
in with my mother-in-law.
My question is, how old should
a child be before his mother quits
walking around naked in front of
him? My mother-in-law still walks
around completely nude in front
of Brent and his 39-year-old brother. Although she is in good health,
she always seems to need Brent's
help getting in and out of the
shower.
She also parades nude in front
of me, and it makes me very
uncomfortable. I have talked to
Brent about it a few times, and
he said she's been this way his
whole life.
Is this normal behavior? Am
I overreacting? I have a daughter, and I don't get naked in front
of her. How do I approach this
without causing hurt feelings? -COVERED UP IN THE MIDWEST
DEAR COVERED UP: Obviously. in the household that your
husband was raised, this behavior WAS normal. I am puzzled,
however, that your mother-in-law
needs help getting in and out of
the shower. What are the "boys"
supposed to do -- scrub her back?
Because her nudity makes you
uncomfortable, the most tactful
way to approach this would be
for Brent to explain to his mother that you were not raised this
way, and that you both would
appreciate it if she'd wear a robe
when you're around. It's worth a
try.
*MINS

DEAR ABBY: If I sit at the
end of a pew in church and someone comes in after me insisting
I move because it's his/her
"favorite" seat, should I do it or
ask the person to sit somewhere
else? -- GOT HERE FIRST IN
PENNSYLVANIA
DEAR G.H.F.: If you're sitting in God's house, you should
be on your best behavior. Don't
commit a sin of omission; be an
angel and shove over.

M‘1605S3'
MEAN,I•kt

-- Do not allow passengers.
DEAR DOCTOR K: My son
is going to get his driver's license Passengers, especially other teens,
in a few months. How can I help are a major risk factor for accihim get ready for this new respon- dents involving teen drivers. They
cause distractions that new drivsibility?
DEAR READER: Taking the ers cannot handle well.
-- Practice driving with your
test to get my first driver's license
was one of the most emotional- son. Help him learn to handle
ly charged moments of my teenage difficult situations like night dnvyears. Being ing and heavy traffic by practicable to drive ing with him.
-- Insist that seat belts be worn
oneself
around is an at all times. Make it a family
important rule that everyone must wear a
step toward seat belt when driving or riding
independ- in any car.
-- Do not allow drinking and
ence. Boy,did
I want that driving. Urge your son NEVER
independ- to drink if he is driving and NEVER
to accept a ride from someone
ence.
I aced the who has been drinking.
-- Plan for emergencies. Make
written test of
By
driving rules. sure your son knows what to do
Dr. Anthony
But there also in case he (or a friend) has been
Komaroff
was the test of drinking and was supposed to
imatye•r.driving skill More on that drive home. Let him know that
he can call you and you will pick
When your kids get their dri- him up, no questions asked. It is
ver's licenses, it's liberating for also a good idea to make sure
all of you: You no longer have he has enough money with him
to drive them everywhere, and at all times for public transportathey no longer have to depend tion or cab fare.
-- Choose cars carefully. Base
on you for rides. But it also
means more worries for you. your decision on safety and not
Motor-vehicle accidents are the No. image. Investigate the crash-test
1 cause of death for adolescents. performance of different vehicles.
Here are some steps you can Spend money to have certain safetake to help your son drive safe- ty features installed. It is well worth
it.
ly:
Oh yes, my driving test. The
-- Don't rely solely on driver's
education programs. These cours- examiner -- let's call him Darth
es can be helpful, but you are Vader -- failed me for going 27
still your child's key role model. mph in a 25-mph zone. He wantMake sure your son always sees ed to impress upon me the imporyou wearing your seat belt, driv- tance of speed limits. Fortunateing within the speed limit, driv- ly, when I returned for my repeat
ing defensively and taking respon- driving test. Darth was nowhere
to be seen, and the Force was
sibility for your vehicle.
• -- Limit night driving. Driv- with me.
ing at night is more difficult,
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
especially for less-experienced
drivers. In addition, it is at night and professor at Harvard Medthat kids are more likely to be ical School. To send questions,
driving with more passengers, more go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
distractions and a greater likeli- Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor,Boston„VA 02115.)
hood of alcohol use.

electors who, a month later, selected George Washington to be the
nation's first chief executive.
In 1894, one of the earliest
motion picture experiments took
place at the Thomas Edison studio in West Orange, New Jersey,
as Fred Ott was filmed taking a
pinch of snuff and sneezing.
In 1904, the Marconi International Marine Communication
Company of London announced
that the telegraphed letters "CQD"
would serve as a maritime distress call (it was later replaced
with "SOS").

In 1942. the Japanese siege of
Bataan began during World War
II.(The fall of Bataan three months
later was followed by the notorious Death March.)
In 1949, George C. Marshall
resigned as U.S. Secretary of State.
President Harry S. Truman chose
Dean Acheson to succeed him.
In 1963, the U.S. Post Office
raised the cost of a, first-class
stamp from 4 to 5 cents.
In 1979, Vietnamese forces captured the Cambodian capital of
Phnom Penh, overthrowing the
Khmer Rouge government.
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YOU KNOW,
ki0J-IALK ABOUT
SCURSELF ALL
THE TIME!

Advertls
the first'

Pap

coffee the next morning. either! — John B via
email
SALT SHAKEDOWN
Dear Readers: Have you noticed on cooking
shows that when a chef adds a "pinch" of salt to
a recipe, it's not in a shaker?
Historically, a saltcellar (a metal or glass container with a small spoon) was used for holding
salt. Salt was a commodity and a luxury in the
15th and 16th centuries, so it was treated 41;
Usually a large or exceptionally beautiful saltcellar was used as a table decoration. To be seated
"below" the saltcellar was a sign of lower status.
thought ahead.
Oversalting a dish can happen without thinking.
Before leaving on our European vacation, I made
is added to hot or cooking foods, the dish
salt
If
froze
and
soup
homemade
favorite
our
of
pot
big
a
on
it. I also froze some of my special homemade does not taste as salty as it really is. Hold off
bread. When we came in from the airport after adding more. It's better to undersalt the dish and
being away for a month. I nuked the soup just let individuals add salt if they want. — Heloise
enough to thaw it. then dumped it right into the TIMED COOKING
Dear Heloise: I often use a timer on my slow
slow cooker and turned it on. I set the bread out
to thaw and warm. In no time, our house smelled cooker. It ensures that the slow cooker gets turned
like home. and we had steaming-hot comfort food off if I'm delayed. If I don't want it to cook the
or
to welcome us back without having to make a trip entire time I'm away, it can be started an hour
so after I leave. — Sandra P., via email
to the market. — Nancy S. in California
Remember, there is a two-hour "window for
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
food-safety concerns. You could delay by only two
Heloise
hours, or finish cooking and having the dish "stand"
PO. Box 795000
two hours. — Heloise
only
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
TOMATO SALAD
Fax: 210-HELOISE
Dear Heloise: A recent letter about canned tomaEmail: Heloise(at)Heloise.com
in salads reminded me how my late mothertoes
RINSED ONIONS
used
Dear Heloise: I chopped some onions and want- in-law would often make a salad. She also
juice and
ed to rinse them but thought. "Why use that big canned tomatoes: She would drain the
pepper to
colander and have those small chunks get lost or mix the tomatoes with vinegar, salt and
email
stuck?" Lo and behold, right on the kitchen count- make a simple dressing. — Jon R.. via
er was my coffee maker with a strainer basket. I
dumped the chopped onions into the basket and (c)2015 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
rinsed. Nobody complained about onion-flavored
THE TASTE OF
COMING HOME
Dear Heloise: It happens
e‘ery time we return from a
LONG TRIP, coming home to
find a cold house and an empty
refrigerator. We're hungry and
seeking homemade comfort food
as we recover from lack of sleep
and the fatigue of travel. Of
course, we're not at all up to
a market run. But this time, I

Crosswords

I USUALLY PONT
BREAK MY NEW
-1 YEAR'S RESOLUTION
' UNTIL JUNE OR JULY.

Al

Dr. Komaroff

Hints From Heloise

By the Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. Jan. 7,
the seventh day of 2015. There
are 358 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 7, 1927, commercial
transatlantic telephone service was
Inaugurated between New York
'and London.
: On this date:
In 1610, astronomer Galileo
Galilei began observing three of
.Jupiter's moons(he spotted a fourth
.moon almost a week later).
In 1789, America held its first
presidential election as voters chose
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DAYTIME 6 weeks
Realty $960.00 96hr
Licensing class. Cadiz
Begins 01/27/15
text/call 270-223-0789
deloiseadams O yahoo.
com

Papa Smurf
Storage
•fsIew Climate Control
Available
,
•24 7 Surveillanci
•Post Control
itt-t 94 East
''I-7M I 400 iii27(1

Murray
THE
Ledger & Thnes
its
considers
sources reliable,
but inaccuracies
do occur. Readers
using this information do so at their
own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned
herein are believed
to be reputable,
The Murray Ledger
& Times, nor any of
employees
its
accept any responsibility whatsoever
for their activities.
060
Help Wentect

e Inc.

Experienced auto body
repairman. Part-time
must be willing to submit to random drug
testing. P31-335-2748
SALES Associate for
local retail store.
Retail experience a
plus must be able to
work some Saturdays
Apply in person at the
Plaid Rabbit.
209 North 12th Street
NO phone calls.

A

in season.

When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.corn,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

Home Delivery

Local Mail
(CA110.27)

3 mo.
6 me.---.455.06 6 me.-..-$55.1111
.-$105.69
lye.
1 yr..---$105.06
Rest of KY/TN
(Pwyear

Badman)

All Other Mail
SubacrIpdoes

3eso.--$46.00 3 mo.
me.-$110.09 6 mo.--...496-00
I yr.---$1300. 1 yr..---.$145.011
Check

Money Order

Visa
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Name
28

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner
Thank you for vour businey.3!

LIFE CARE CENTER
OF L4 CENTER
Heather_Schekirice@LCCA.com
LifeCareCareers.corn

060

060
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Help Wanted

WE have an opening
MANUFACTURING
Company located in for a hard working,
Pans, TN seeking full dependable and self
motivated team memAccounts
time
ber. Under immediate
Receivable/Inventory
Specialist. supervision. supports
Control
providers
Requirements: Degree
rfturse
in business/account- (physicians,
- and
practitioners,
ing; Ability to work indephysician assistants) in
pendently with minisupervision; provision of patient
mum
FINISH Line Car Wash
Strong attention to care; includes recordis now hiring for the
detail and accuracy, ing vital signs, dispositions: communication, and cussing chief health
following
Part-time Car Wash organizational skills; concerns, performing
Associate and PartIntermediate or above testing, and administer17g injections; assists
time Detail Associate. knowledge of Microsoft .
with procedures and
Afternoon/Evening
Word and Excel softshifts available. To
ware programs, Must documentation.
apply or for more inforbe able to develop and
mation, go to Hoarmaintain spreadsheets. The successful candiwash.com or stop by in
Must pass pre-employ- date must be able to
person at our Murray
ment drug screen. work some short notice.,
location 1102 Chestnut
Email resume with 3 overtime, be available
Street.
to to be on call occasionreference
ally. Regularly schedparisTNmanufacturing
Ogmail.com ; Equal uled hours are Monday
Contractor
General
Opportunity through Friday 8am
and builder looking for
until 5pm. There will be
Employer/M/F/DN; TN
secretary (will train)
Drug Free Workplace some early mornings,
Office half mile from
some evenings and
Employer
Murray.Good pay and
some Saturday work.
working conditions. Ask
Hiring
NOW
for Joe. 270-752-3290
CMA, CNA, EMT or
and
Management
Paramedic certification
Local agricultural insurperson
in
Crew Apply
is required.
ance company seeking
or email:
P/C agent for Western
morehead.jeremy0za
Please e-mail resume
Kentucky. Salary and
xbys.com
to
commission based on
ronniek@healthApply.
experience.
Displays worksmedical.com
bunderwood0murray- NUMERITEX
is currently hiring sevky.net
eral full-time production
070
WOMACK-CARTER
employees for our conPosIbon Warted
Options, LLC. hiring
manufacturing
tract
nonand
degree
and display division.
positions. Responsibilities
degree
Will Clean Homes,
Background
include circuit board
Offices, or Businesses
check/drug screen.
assembly, soldering
in and around Murray
3380 St Rt 121 North
components, finished
KY, References provid
Murray . 270-767-1543
product assembly and ed, Call 270-468-0333
testing all in fast paced
or 270-970-8610
fun work environment.
No previous experiWant to Buy
ence required.

• LE4bRriR &TIMES *

25

Residential & Commercial

til

DISCLAIMER

Give a gift subscription to the

9

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-769-9894

Camp Septic Cleaning of illurray

Occupational Therapist
Full-time position available
for a licensed and qualified
occupational therapist We offer
great pay and benefits in
a team-oriented environment

*1

8

t9

Place your Business
Directory Ad with us today!
Call Nicki for
pricing and get your ad
started! 270-753-1916

•

yecare pecia ties
Dr. Kevin Adams

308 S. 12th
Murray
"Eyeglasses
759-2500
"Contacts
"Eye Disease
murrayeyecare.corn

-Call NICKI PEACH
51916 and place your ad today!
[ at 270-73

1st •loritti 1 rep!

on cooking
h" of salt to

Success is

Mom, Sister & Brothers
wishes to express our
Thank You's to all that
showed kindness on
behalf of Anthony Ray
"Tony" Collie.
Special Thank You to
Rev. Robert McKinney,
Rev. Brent Mills.
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Wrecked, running and non-running
autos, batteries, and all aluminum

St. Address__
City_

3
Daytime Ph.
'

Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Timm
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1918
_
-

3BR furnished lake
No
pets.
home.
References required.
$900/month Coleman
RE 270-753-9898

160
Home Furnishings
PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver

Nice 2BR mobile home
No Pets 270-753-9866

Very nice 38R home.
Appliances and carpets.
No
port.
References required.
Coleman RE 270-7539898

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and

PROPANE
1 BR Efficiency apt near
downtown 1 Occupant only,
no pets, no smoking
8300,mo plus utilities
Deposit required

Call 270- 293-2843

119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Cermet 1215. & Glendale.

1 OR 2br apts near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
270-753required.
4109.
1BR, IBA, stove/fridge
washer/dryer, no pets,
no lease $375 mo.
753-3949
2BR, some utilities
paid, no pets, stove &
refridgerator included.
$340/month 270-71379037

HADA & 10x15's
i270i 436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
"We sell boxes!
"We rent U-Hauls
753-9600.

Displays
Numeritex
competitive
offers
wages; advancement
401K
opportunities;
Plan; monthly insurance allowance and
bonuses
Please send resumes
to:
Numeritex Displays,
Inc.
Attn: Production
Manager
PO Box 88, Murray,
KY 42071

"ANTIQUES". gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military Call Larry 270753-3633

1BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-7534556
1505 Duiguid Drive
TDD 1-800-545-1&33 eat 213
.
6
71r, 111..flt11:1011st in.7
cr oppornason provgder
cm'emplow

CASH FOR GOOD
USED REFRIGERASTOVES,
TORS,
HEATERS, AIR CONCARDITIONERS,
PETING. ETC. 270753-4109
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

IBM

PERSONS needed for
receptionist work. daytime and evening hours
Seaeonal
available
will
employment-we
train Call 270-7539204

VERY nice 4BR, 2BA,
newly remodeled, New
appliances & fixtures
throughout. Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898
Houses For Rent

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD # 711

ELKINS

(270) 7531713

2 or 38R Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
rucholsent.com
/properties
HAZEL 38R,"
2
C/1-1/A 270-492-8526

Services Offered

Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act %Mice

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

All real estate advertised herein
is subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discrurunanon based on race, coloe, religion, sex. handicap, familial status or national origin. or intention to rnaie any ouch refer
ences, In:rotations or discnminabon.
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale. rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowinglv accrpt any
ad irrtising tor real &carte which
is ni.n in violation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fag
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P.%lam,(103)648-1000

Lots EtTif Sate
UTILITYS in Place
$9,500
270-753-6012

Acreage

Obedience.
DOG
glendhenmere.00m
(270)436-2858.

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

IXI
CONSISTENCY
ONLY $16.00
PER NON'S.
CALL
CLISS17112

nia DETAILS
(OS)753-11114.

15 Acres in Country on
Elm Grove Rd. 5 Miles
North of Murray, lots of
woods. 3,500.00 an
acre. 270-978-0270

BRICK home, 10 total
rooms, 4br. 2ba, 2,934
sq ft, 3 car garage.
$98,000 270-293-5584
Country Setting 8 Miles
North of Murray. 313R,
home,
2BA, Brick
w/basement, sunroom,
hardwood floors, on 70
Underfence
acres.
w/barn, water year
around 270-978-0270

Auto Puts

We Finance
,

"Home Improvements
"Lgari,A it'itcben

Drywall, Painting,
Plumbing, Floonng, Decks
"insured "Sr Discount
*Free Estimates
"Member Of Angles Lst

Hill Electric!
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

270-436-5959

Greg Mansfield

0**0
Garage Door
Sales 8 Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
GreatHomelown &nice
Cloril wend your money our ot

753-9562
www.hillelectric.com
A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation

state

Well Drilling
WellPump Service
Residential&
Agricultural

•Handyrnan Services
-Yard Woe*
*Gutters Cleaned
+tome Repairs

Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

Gary 270-227-0420

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

FRAME'S
TREE

Over 28 Years
Experience

& DEBRIS REMOVAL
*I icrinsed P. Insiiied

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106

Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
S. TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Instaltation
& Repair
Dirt, Grovel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

Itediert
111111114C11111111C11111

keep

(270) 293-8480

ALS/1008§MsinsINOIV

David's Home
Improvement
1.1.0
Water Damaged Floors
Braces& Floor Joists.
Remodeling & Plumbing
Will Do Insurance Work
Visa 8 MasterCard Acvegtgsl

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
(

*Additions
*Remodeling
•Complete Masonry
(270)293-1421
(270)293-1753

A-1 Lamb Tree Pro.
Udine. 270-753-Tree
(8733)

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270)226-0194
Senice on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

t
I
GARLAND
RENTAL

USED TIRES

if you've got It, we elm store It.

14. 15. 16 inch

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations.

Starting :it 520
mounted

murray

Selling your

Ledger

motorcycle or ATV'

be
help.
glad to

Call us, we'll

Times

KENIUKILAKE
REMCIMUNGSOM

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALE'

Call 753-5606

753-1916

530
Services ONeeed

SERVICE

New 2-4
Bedroom homes In
Riverfield Estates
SSG Reel Property
Professionals
293-7872

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments

NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
270-492included.
8211

Real Utile

FilY108111
CiP•10.,•

Public Sale
Ideal candidates will
enjoy learning new
skills, be detailed in
their work performance
and be self motivated
to reach weekly goats.

Zip

I State

HOuses For Rant

Murray Ledger &
Time,

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MEIC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage- Hwy 94E
All sizes available. calf today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

4B • Wednesday, January

CLASSIFIEDS

7, 2015

Meer the Rabies of 2 I4!
ACTUAL SIZE OF
SPACE

Share your precious new
arrival by submitting a photo
of your baby born in 2014.

BABIES OF 2014 FORK
BOY

'tz)

1
1 '

NAME OF CHILD

bate of Birth'
Weight:
Length:
June 23rd, 2014
5 lea, 902.• 17.5'
Matt & Tiffany Harris

p

Name
1
hone
e.
a
Send payment, photo, name of baby,
date of birth, weight and length,
parents' names* and
self-addressed stamped envelope to:

P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
• no other information will be listed

Concepts SudoKu

Dave Green

35 2
1
3

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Trimming
•Removal
•Stump Grinding
•Firewood
•insured
(270) 489-2839

1

3

52

13 8
94 61 _
4
25
16
6
29
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ONLY $75.00
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Natalia Date: 1/31/15
Deadline to submit photo and
Wonnatioa: 1/23/15 at 5PM
For more hdornlation,
Nidd Peed' at 270-753-1916
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Need help
k s
selling your
house?
We can get the kS1,
word outr

Lie, a former lawmaker and aviation analyst. But he added AirAsia would not be the
only one to blame.
"The Surabaya-Singapore flights have
been operating since October ... and the
government didn't know," he said. "Where
was the government's supervision?"
Mudatmodjo said key individuals who
allowed to plane to fly without permits
would be suspended while the investigation
is pending.
The ministry also issued a directive Dec.
31 ordering all airlines to provide pilots
with up-to-date weather reports before they
take off, he said. Currently, it's up to the
captain and co-pilot to research and evaluate
flying conditions before departing. In other
countries, carriers' flight operations departments perform that task for them.
He also planned to meet Monday with the
Corruption Eradication Commission to discuss whether to investigate AirAsia's operations. Business in the country is commonly
conducted using bribery, with payoffs often
seen as the most efficient way to get things
done.
After Indonesia deregulated its aviation
industry in the 1990s, dozens of airlines
emerged making air travel affordable for the
first time for many in the world's fourth
most populous nation. But accidents in
recent years have raised urgent questions
about the safety of Indonesia's booming airline sector, with experts saying poor maintenance, rule-bending, and a shortage of
trained professionals are partly to blame.
AirAsia, which began operations in 2001
and quickly became one of the region's leaders in low-cost air travel, has not experienced any other crashes and is widely considered a benchmark for safety and professionalism.
It is not known what caused Flight 8501 to
crash into the Java Sea 42 minutes into what
was supposed to be a two-hour flight,

z .

MINI
STORAGE.

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC

It Size Units*111111i

Indynnal/Cemmerclal/lesklealial
James C. Callimors

24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
e Now Have 80 Climate Control Units
$312 Whltnell Ave.

WWW.GECMURRAY.COM
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Our BUSINESS &
SERVICE DIRECTORY
270-753-1916
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(270) 759-0890

Indonesia cracks down on aviation sector after AirAsia crash

Horoscope

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Thursday, Jan. 8, 2015:
This year you will experience
many changes in your daily life.
You have the spirit to not let this
situation bother you, and you
have what it takes to cruise right
by it. You will have a tendency
to swallow your feelings and'
withdraw. Make it OK to
express your less-pleasant feelings, and you will feel better. If
you are single, you could meet
someone very special from
August on. If you are attached,
the two of you seem to have a
psychic connection. Plan a special time away where you can
enjoy the intensity that exists
between you. VIRGO is much
fussier than you are.

though
Indonesia's
Meteorology,
Climatology and Geophysics Agency says
bad weather appears to have been a factor.
Just before losing contact, the pilot told air
traffic control that he was approaching
threatening clouds, but was denied permission to climb to a higher altitude because of
heavy air traffic. No distress signal was
issued.
The international hunt for the plane has
recovered 37 bodies, including three
Monday still fastened into their seats. Sonar
has identified five large objects that are The Stars Show the Kind of
believed to be chunks of the fuselage on the Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
ocean floor, but strong ctuilents, silt and
1 -Difficult
mud have kept divers from seeing or reaching the objects.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
No signals have been heard from the cock- **** Someone close to you
will push hard to achieve what
pit voice and flight data recorders, or black he or she wants. Others will
boxes. Poor weather has prevented ships react, and what started out as a
peaceful, normal request could
from dragging ping locators.
explode into quite a fight. Try to
Antonius Tonny Budiono, of the prevent this from happening.
Transportation Ministry, said efforts were Moodiness seems to be everyagain thwarted Monday due to towering where. Tonight: A chat is
inevitable.
waves.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
As bodies have been flown back to ***** Your imagination
Surabaya, one by one, many victims' family seems to be going haywire. A
brainstorming session could
members have struggled to deal with the help take you in a new direction.
slow process and fears that their loved ones Don't allow someone to push
you away because of a seemmay never be found:
ingly unresolvable problem.
On Monday, the relatives were offered a Tonight: Let loved ones know
chance to visit the site where the plane how much you care.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
crashed into the sea to say goodbye.
**** Make calls in the morn"I will facilitate the families of the victims ing, when others appear to be
who want to see the scene directly and how more responsive. Someone's
rescuers are battling high waves and bad temper might encourage you to
retreat later in the day. Words
weather to search for their loved ones and spoken cannot be taken back.
the plane," said Gen. Moeldoko, Indonesia's The less upset you create, the
top military commander. "We'll prepare two less you'll have to resolve.
Tonight: Remain secure.
aircraft and a warship for them to go there CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You'll want to focus on
and throw flowers."
completing an important project.

Don't Feel Like This Again
Next Year!
Open A Christmas Club Savings
Account Today and Spread Out The
Cost of Your 2015 Christmas.
Contact Us Today to Get Yours Started!

marg

Answer

CALL 753-1916

ALL PHOTOS WILL RUN IN COLOR

PANGKALAN BUN, Indonesia (AP) —
Highlighting the depth of Indonesia's air
safety problems, the transportation ministry
announced harsh measures Monday against
everyone who allowed AirAsia Flight 8501
to take off without proper permits — including the suspension of the airport's operator
and officials in the control tower.
The routing permits of all airlines flying in
the country also will be examined to see if
they are violating the rules, said Djoko
Murjatmodjo, acting director general of air
transportation.
Who knows if other airlines are also doing
the same thing," he said.
The crackdown comes as searchers continue to tight bad weather while combing
the Java Sea for bodies and wreckage of the
Airbus A320 that crashed Dec. 28, killing
all 162 passengers and crew on board.
The plane was traveling between
Surabaya. Indonesia's second-largest city,
and Singapore on a Sunday. Officials have
since said its permit for the popular route
was, only for Monday, Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday, and that AirAsia quietly
switched three of those days. Officials in
Singapore, however, have said the plane
was authorized to fly on Sundays from its
bid.
Applications for specific routes take into
account issues including air traffic rights
And airport takeoff and landing slots.
While the airline is being investigated,
Indonesia has banned all AirAsia flights
between Surabaya and Singapore.
AirAsia Indonesia President Director
Stint* Widyatmoko said by text Monday that
the- airline will cooperate with the governMerit during the evaluation, but would not
c:oMment on the permit allegations until the
process is complete.
Violation of the regulations would boost
Irg;t1 arguments for passengers family
rfnelnbers seeking compensation, said Alvin
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A MONTH
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Murray Ledger & Times
Babies of 2014

SUDOKU

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzie based on a 9x9 gnd With
several given numbers The Aect is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number unly once The difficulty level
Cf the Concepts Sudoiw increases from Monday tc Sunday

7i

GIRL

INIame of
arents'

Murray Ledger & Times

You could decide to deal with
someone's anger, or you might
opt to walk away from the
volatile situation. Timing will be
everything. Tonight: Invite a
loved one to join you for dinner
at a favorite spot.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You could be taken
7aback by everything that is
going on. How you handle a
volatile friend will define how
you feel for the remainder of the
day. Investigate options more
openly with an eye to positive
change. Someone might be a little too serious for your taste.
Tonight: Buy a gift.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might feel off in the
morning, but later in the day -when the Moon enters your sign
-- you'll feel like the lead player.
Investigate opportunities that
appeal to you. If a family member appears to be closed-off,
give him or her some space.
Tonight: As you like it.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Pressure builds, and
some of you could be easily
antagonized by a child or loved
one. You might need to take a
walk and commit to saying nothing for now. Focus on the big
picture and on the bonds that tie
you together. Tonight: Let off
some steam.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Deter to others, rather
than find yourself in the midst of
a public squabble. If you can
keep your eye on the big picture,
you will land perfectly. Remain
centered. You could feel uptight
about a key issue that seems to
be undermining your dealings.
Tonight: Where the fun is.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** Reach out to someone
at a distance whom you care
about but might be irritated with.
Understand what is happening;
you might want to pull back
rather than trigger a reaction.
Emotions could run high, though
you aren't likely to show them.
Tonight: Make it an early night.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Deal with someone
directly, and know that this person will be quite touched by your
time and attention. Make a point
of connecting with a friend at a
distance who cares a lot about
you. If you feel depressed or
unhappy, share your feelings.
Tonight: Get ready for some TV
binging.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Others will demonstrate
their caring, but not in the way
you might expect. In fact, you
could be too irritated to be gracious. Try your best to be appreciative, because you will not be
able to mend a broken bridge
quickly. Zero in on what you
want. Tonight: Out late.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** You'll be more on edge
than you realize. Part of the
problem could be that you seem
to be holding on to your uglier
feelings more than you have in
the past. As a result, you'll be
more prone to getting the flu and
other such ailments. Tonight:
Choose a favorite stressbuster.
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BORN TODAY
Singer/songwriter David Bowie
(1947), singer Elvis Presley
(1935), physicist Stephen
Hawking (1942)
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Mang lacadans
40S S. 12th St •70014. 12th St

wwalbstaurniveankcom

27417S3.5626

Ilaael Landon
405 Alain St
270.492,8388
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Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at www.lacquellnebiger.com.
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